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A002 Security Information Invalid ISA03 & ISA04
The file is indicating a password is being sent in the 
header record but an invalid password is present. If ISA03 = '01', the first / left most position of ISA04 must not be = to a space character value.

A003 Interchange Date can't be a future date ISA09 The file contains a future date in the header record. Verify that the submitted ISA09 [date] value is not greater than the received date.

A005 Creation Date can't be a future date GS04

The date the file was created is a future date, please
make sure the date/time is correct on the computer 
creating the electronic file Verify that the submitted GS04 [date] value is not greater than the file received date.

A006 Transaction Set Create Date can't be future date BHT04

The date the file was created is a future date, please
make sure the date/time is correct on the computer 
creating the electronic file Verify that the submitted BHT04 [Date] value is not greater than the file received date.

A008 Submitter Last Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the last name of the facility that is 
submitting in the electronic file is correct, and 
contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If (1000A-NM101 = '41'  and  1000A-NM102 = '1'), verify that 1000A-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  
and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (1000A-NM101 = '41'  and  1000A-NM102 = '2'), verify that 1000A-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), 
comma (,), ampersand (&), single quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (") 
or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or 
'0' - '9' character value)).

A009 Submitter First Name is missing NM102

Please verify the first name of the facility/person that 
is submitting the electronic file is entered, and 
contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right. If (1000A-NM101 = '41'  and  1000A-NM102 = '1'), 1000A-NM104 must be present.

A010 Submitter First Name is invalid NM104

Please verify the first name of the facility/person that 
is submitting the electronic file is correct, and 
contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If 1000A-NM104 is present, verify that 1000A-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen 
(-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character 
value)).

A011 Submitter Middle Name is invalid NM105

Please verify the middle name of the facility/person 
that is submitting the electronic file is correct, and 
contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If 1000A-NM105 is present, verify that 1000A-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen 
(-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character 
value)).

A013 Receiver Name is invalid NM101

Please verify the name of the facility you are 
submitting the electronic file to is correct, and 
containsonly the values allowed. The allowed values 
are listed in the Technical information in the section 
to the right.

If (1000B-NM101 = '40'  and  1000B-NM102 = '2'), verify that 1000B-NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 
'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand (&), single quotation / 
apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 
'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A014 Billing/Pay-To Prov Specialty code invalid PRV02
The taxonomy code submitted in the file is invlaid, 
please verify the taxonomy code. If 2000A-PRV02 present, validate the provider taxonomy code [specialty code] 2000A-PRV03.

Last updated 6/5/2008

For information on how to read and understand the EDISS Claims Confirmation Report please click on the following link: 
http://www.edissweb.com/docs/shared/claims_conf_a1.pdf                                                                                                                                                                                            
If you have further questions regarding an error description please contact your software vendor or EDISS at 1-800-967-7902.
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A015
Currency Country Code Invalid-the code may be a 3-
character alphabetic or 3-digit numeric. CUR01

If the financial amounts were billed in a foreign 
currency please check the currency code submitted.

If 2000A-CUR01 = '85', 2000A-CUR02 must contain a valid Currency (Country) code from Code 
Source 5.

A017 If Billing Prov Type = 2 then Tax ID must = 24 NM101, NM102

If you are submitting a non-person entity for your 
facility name the tax ID must also be submitted. The 
social security number will not be accepted. If (2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2010AA-NM102 = '2'), 2010AA-NM108 can not = '34'.

A018 Billing Provider Last Name is invalid NM101

Please verify the last name of your facility is correct, 
and contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If (2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2010AA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010AA-NM103 contains ((only 'A' 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  
o r 'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2010AA-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2010AA-NM103 contains ((only 'A' 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand (&), single 
quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A019 Billing Provider First Name Missing NM101, NM102
If your facility is listed under a person's name please 
make sure the first name is submitted. If (2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2010AA-NM102 = '1'), 2010AA-NM104 must be present.

A020 Billing Provider First Name is invalid NM104

If your facility is listed under a person's name please 
make sure the first name is submitted correctly, and 
contains only the allowed values listed in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If (2010AA-NM104 is present  and  2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2010AA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010AA-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z',  dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and 
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' -'z' character value)).

A021 Billing Provider Middle Name is invalid NM105

If your facility is listed under a person's name please 
make sure the middle name is submitted correctly, 
and contains only the allowed values listed in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If (2010AA-NM105 is present  and  2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2010AA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010AA-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and 
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A022 Billing Provider City is invalid N401

Please verify the city your facility is located in is 
submitted correctly, and contains only the allowed 
values listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If 2010AA-NM101 = '85', verify that 2010AA-N401 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-) 
or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A023
Billing Provider State is invalid- Must be A valid two-
character alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

Please verify the two character state code for your 
facility is correct.

If 2010AA-NM101 = '85', 2010AA-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.

A024
Billing Provider Zip Code is invalid-The zip code must be a 
valid zip code in the US Post Office directory. N404

Please verify the postal zip code submitted for your 
facility is correct.

If (2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and (2010AA-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010AA-N403 
must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain numeric digits  or  spaces.
OR
If (2010AA-N403 is present and  (2010AA-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010AA-
N403 must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A025
Billing Provider Country is invalid- the country code is a two 
letter alphabetic code representing the names of countries. N404

Please verify the two character county code 
submitted is correct. If 2010AA-N404 is present, 2010AA-N404 must contain a valid country code from Code Source 5.

A026 Tax ID or SSN Number is Required NM108

If you are submitting the NPI number for your facility 
you must also have either the social security 
number or tax ID number as a reference number.

If (2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2010AA-NM108 = 'XX'), one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF 
segment must contain the value of 'SY' or 'EI' in 2010AA-REF01.
OR
If (2010AB-NM101 = '87'  and  2010AB-NM108 = 'XX'), one (1) occurrence of the 2010AB-REF 
segment must contain the value of 'SY' or 'EI' in 2010AB-REF01.

A027 Qualifier Code can occur only one time REF01, DTP01, AMT01, CRC01
For each REF segment you can only use a qualifier 
once, please make sure no qualifiers are duplicated.

Each REF01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
Each DTP01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
Each AMT01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
Each CRC01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
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A027 Qualifier Code can occur only one time REF01, DTP01, AMT01
For each REF segment you can only use a qualifier 
once, please make sure no qualifiers are duplicated.

Each REF01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
Each DTP01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
Each AMT01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
A 2300-HI segment with a 2300-HI01-1 value of 'BK' can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
A 2300-HI segment with a 2300-HI01-1 value of 'DR' can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
A 2300-HI segment with a 2300-HI01-1 value of 'BP'  or  'BR' can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
Each QTY01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.
OR
Each DMG01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.

A028 Pay To Provider Last Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the Pay-To-Provider last name is 
correct, and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section t the right.

If (2010AB-NM101 = '87'  and  2010AB-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010AB-NM103 contains ((only 'A' 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  
or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A029
Pay To Provider First Name is Missing- the field for the pay 
to provider first name was left blank NM104

If the Pay-To-Provider is a person's name, please 
make sure the first name is enetered. If (2010AB-NM101 = '87'  and  2010AB-NM102 = '1'), 2010AB-NM104 must be completed.

A030 Pay To Provider First Name is invalid NM104

If the Pay-To-Provider is a person's name, please 
make sure the first name is enetered correctly, and 
contains only the allowed values listed in the 
Technical information section to the right.

If (2010AB-NM104 is present  and  2010AB-NM101 = '87'  and  2010AB-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010AB-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A031 Pay To Provider Middle Name is invalid NM105

Please verify the Pay-To-Provider middle name is 
correct, and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section t the right.

If (2010AB-NM105 is present  and  2010AB-NM101 = '87'  and  2010AB-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010AB-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and 
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A032 Pay To Provider City is invalid N401

Please verify the Pay-To-Provider city name is 
correct, and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section to the 
right.

If 2010AB-NM101 = '87', verify that 2010AB-N401 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z',  dash / hyphen (-) 
or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A033
Pay To Provider State Code is invalid- Must be A valid two-
character alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

Please verify the Pay-To-Provider state code is 
correct, and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section to the 
right.

If 2010AB-NM101 = '87', 2010AB-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.

A034
Pay To Provider Zip Code is invalid-The zip code must be a 
valid zip code in the US Post Office directory. N403

Please verify the Pay-To-Provider postal zip code is 
correct, and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section to the 
right.

If (2010AB-NM101 = '87'  and  (2010AB-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010AB-
N403 must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain numeric digits  or  
spaces.
OR
If (2010AB-N403 is present  and  (2010AB-N404 = '    ' or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010AB-
N403 must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A035

Pay To Provider country code is invalid- the country code is 
a two letter alphabetic code representing the names of 
countries. N404

Please verify the Pay-To-Provider two character 
county code submitted is correct. If 2010AB-N404 is present, 2010AB-N404 must contain a valid country code from Code Source 5.

A036 Subscriber HL Child Code must = zero HL04 Please make sure the child code equals '0' If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'/'MC', 2000B-HL04 must = '0'.
A036 Subscriber HL Child Code must = zero HL04 Please make sure the child code equals '0' If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'/'MC', 2000B-HL04 must = '0'.

A037 Relationship Code must = 18 (self) SBR02
Please make sure the relationship code equals '18' 
for self.

If 2000B-HL04 = '0', 2000B-SBR02 must = '18'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'/'MC', 2000B-SBR02 must = '18'.

A037 Relationship Code must = 18 (self) SBR02
Please make sure the relationship code equals '18' 
for self.

If 2000B-HL04 = '0', 2000B-SBR02 must = '18'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MC', 2000B-SBR02 must = '18'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', 2000B-SBR02 must = '18'.
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A038 Relationship Code must = spaces SBR02
Please make sure the relationship code is left black 
on the claim. If 2000B-HL04 = '1', 2000B-SBR02 must = '    '.

A039 Patient Information can not be present PAT

Please make sure the patient information is entered 
on the claim. This date is required in the patient is 
deceased, or the weight is required in the patient is 
less than 29 days old. If 2000B-SBR02 = '    ', an occurrence of this 2000B-PAT segment may not be present.

A040 Date of Death is a future date PAT06
Please make sure the Date of Death is not a future 
date.

If 2000B-PAT06 is present, the 2000B-PAT06 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] 
value, can not be a future date.
OR
If (2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  2000C-PAT05 = 'D8'), the 2000C-
PAT06 [deceased date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date. 

A041 Patient Weight is invalid PAT07
Please make sure the patients weight is enetered 
correctly.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2000B-PAT07 = '01'), the 2000B-PAT08 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999999.99.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-CR102 is present), the 2300/2400-CR102 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 999.

A042 Subscriber Last Name is invalid NM102

Please verify the last name of the subscriber is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010BA-NM101 = 'IL' and 2010BA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010BA-NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z' or  
'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (2010BA/2330A-NM101 = 'IL' and 2010BA/2330A-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2010BA/2330A-
NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), 
ampersand (&), single quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (") or space character values) 
and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z' or  '0' - '9' character value)).
OR
If (2010BC-NM101 = 'QD' and 2010BC-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010BC-NM103 contains ((only 'A' 
- 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z' 
or 'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (2010BC-NM101 = 'QD' and 2010BC-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2010BC-NM103 contains ((only 'A' 
- 'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand (&), single 
quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (") or space character values) and (the 1st position
contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A043 Subscriber First Name is missing NM104

Please verify the first name of the subscriber is 
entered, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '1'), 2010BA-NM104 must be present. 
OR
If 2330A-NM102 = '1', 2330A-NM104 must be present.

A044 Subscriber First Name is invalid NM104

Please verify the first name of the subscriber is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010BA-NM104 is present  and  2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010BA-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If 2330A-NM104 is present, verify that 2330A-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen 
(-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' -'z' character 
value)).

A045 Subscriber Middle Name is invalid NM105

Please verify the middle name of the subscriber is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010BA-NM105 is present and 2010BA-NM101 = 'IL' and 2010BA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010BA-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and 
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If 2330A-NM105 is present, verify that 2330A-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen 
(-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character 
value)).
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A047 ID qualifier invalid for this payer NM108

For Medicare providers, please make sure you are 
using the Tax ID number for the facility, not the 
social security number. Also for the rendering or 
attending physicians you should be using the tax ID 
for the facility, not the individuals social security 
number.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2010AB-NM108 = '34'), reject.
OR
If ((2010AA-NM108 = '24' or '34')  and  (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB')  and  (any occurrence of the 
2010AA-REF segment contains the value of 'SY' in 2010AA-REF01)), reject.
OR
If ((2010AB-NM108 = '24' or '34')  and  (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB')  and  (any occurrence of this 
2010AB-REF segment contains the value of 'SY' in 2010AB-REF01)), reject.
OR
If (2010BA/2330A-NM101 = 'IL' and 2010BA/2330A-NM102 = '1'), 2010BA/2330A-NM108 must = 
'MI'. 
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2310A/B/C/E-REF01 = 'SY'), reject.
OR
If (2010AA-REF01 = '1C' and 2310E-NM108 = '34'), reject.
OR
If 2320-SBR09 = 'MB', 2330A-REF01 can not = 'SY'.
OR
If 2400-SV101-1 = 'IV', reject.
OR
If 2430-SVD03-1 = 'IV', reject.

A047 ID qualifier invalid for this payer NM108

For Medicare providers, please make sure you are 
using the Tax ID number for the facility, not the 
social security number. Also for the rendering or 
attending physicians you should be using the tax ID 
for the facility, not the individuals social security 
number.

If ((2010AA-NM108 = '24' or '34')  and  (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA')  and  (any occurrence of this 
2010AA-REF segment contains the value of 'SY' in 2010AA-REF01)), reject.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2010AB-NM108 = '34'), reject.
OR
If ((2010AB-NM108 = '24' or '34')  and  (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA')  and  (any occurrence of this 
2010AB-REF segment contains the value of 'SY' in 2010AB-REF01)), reject.
OR
If (2010BA-NM101 = 'IL' and 2010BA-NM102 = '1'), 2010BA-NM108 must = 'MI'. 
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2310A-REF01 = 'SY'), reject.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2310B-REF01 = 'SY'), reject.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2310C-REF01 = 'SY'), reject.
OR
If (2330A-NM101 = 'IL' and 2330A-NM102 = '1'), 2330A-NM108 must = 'MI'. 
OR
If 2320-SBR09 = 'MA', 2330A-REF01 can not = 'SY'.
OR
If 2320-SBR09 = 'MA', 2330F-REF01 can not = 'SY'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', 2420A-REF01 can not = 'SY'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', 2420B-REF01 can not = 'SY'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', 2420C-REF01 can not = 'SY'.

A048 Subscriber ID contains invalid values NM109
The subscribers identification number is incorrect, 
please verify the number.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'), verify that the 2010BA-NM109 contains 
values of only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9'.   

A048 Subscriber ID contains invalid values NM109
The subscribers identification number is incorrect, 
please verify the number.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2010BA-NM109 is present), verify that the 2010BA-NM109 contains 
values of only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9'.

A049 Subscriber City is invalid N401

The city name entered for the subscriber is invalid, 
please verify the city name is entered correctly and 
contains only the allowed values listed in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If 2010BA/2330A-NM101 = 'IL', verify that 2010BA/2330A-N401 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', 
dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z' or 'a' - 'z' 
character value)).
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A050 Subscriber State Code is invalid N402
The state code for the subscriber is invalid, please 
verify the state code entered for the patient.

If 2010BA-N402 is present, 2010BA-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code 
Source 22.
OR
If 2330A-N402 is present, 2330A-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.

A050
Subscriber State Code is invalid- Must be A valid two-
character alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

The state code for the subscriber is invalid, please 
verify the state code entered for the patient.

If 2010BA-NM101 = 'IL', 2010BA-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.
OR
If 2330A-N402 is present, 2330A-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.

A051
Subscriber postal zip code is invalid-The zip code must be a 
valid zip code in the US Post Office directory. N403

The postal zip code is invalid for the subscriber. 
Please verify the zip code is correct.

If (2010BA/2330A-NM101 = 'IL'  and  (2010BA/2330A-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 
2010BA/2330A-N403 must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain numeric 
digits or spaces.
OR
If (2010BA/2330A-N403 is present and  (2010BA/2330A-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions 
of 2010BA/2330A-N403 must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A052
Subscriber Country Code is invalid-the country code is a two 
letter alphabetic code representing the names of countries. N404

If the subscriber is located outside of the United 
States please verify the country code enetered.

If 2010BA/2330A-N404 is present, 2010BA/2330A-N404 must contain a valid country code from 
Code Source 5.

A053 Subscriber Date of Birth is a future date DMG02
The subscribers Date of Birth is a future date, 
please verify the date entered is correct.

If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'), the 2010BA-DMG02 [date] value, 
when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.
OR
If 2320-DMG02 is present, the submitted 2320-DMG02 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 
[date] value, can not be a future date.

A054 Service Date can not be < Subscriber DOB DTP01

The Date of Service for the subscriber is greater 
than the Date of Birth, please verify the Date of 
Service is correct. 

If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '18'  and  
2400-DTP01 = '472'  and 2400-DTP02 = 'D8'), the 2010BA-DMG02 [date] value can not be greater 
than this 2400-DTP03 [date] value.
OR
If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '18'  and  
2400-DTP01 = '472'  and 2400-DTP02 = 'RD8'), the 2010BA-DMG02 [date] value can not be 
greater than the first portion of this 2400-DTP03 [date] value.

A055 Value of "1W" can not be used REF01

The qualifier of '1W' cannot be used if you have 
entered the patients identification number on the 
claim If (2010BA-NM108 = 'M1'  or  'MI'), '1W' can not be used.

A055 Value of "1W" can not be used REF01

The qualifier of '1W' cannot be used if you have 
entered the patients identification number on the 
claim If [2010BA/2330A/2330C]-NM108 = 'MI', [2010BA/2330A/2330C]-REF01 can not = '1W'.

A056 Payer Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the destination payer name is correct, 
and contains only the allowed values listd in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If (2010BC/2330B-NM101 = 'PR'  and  2010BC/2330B-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2010BB/2330B-
NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z',  '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), 
ampersand (&), single quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  
and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A057 Value of "PI" must be used NM108
For the payer information, the payer ID for the 
insurance must have a qualifier of 'PI' entered.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2010BB-NM101 ='PR'), 2010BB-NM108 must = 'PI'.
OR
If 2330B-NM101 = 'PR', 2010BB-NM108 must = 'PI'.
OR
If 2420G-NM101 = 'PR', 2420G-NM108 must = 'PI'.

A057 Value of "PI" must be used NM108
For the payer information, the payer ID for the 
insurance must have a qualifier of 'PI' entered.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2010BC-NM101 ='PR'), 2010BC-NM108 must = 'PI'.
OR
If 2330B-NM101 = 'PR', 2330B-NM108 must = 'PI'.

A058 Payer City is invalid N401

The city name entered for the destination payer is 
invalid, please verify the city name is correct and 
contains only the allowed values listed in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If 2010BC/2330B-NM101 = 'PR', verify that 2010BC/2330B-N401 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', 
dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' 
character value)).
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A059
Payer State Code is invalid- Must be A valid two-character 
alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

The state code for the destination payer is invalid, 
please verify the state code entered for the payer.

If 2010BC-NM101 = 'PR', 2010BC-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.
OR
If 2330B-N402 is present, 2330B-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.

A060
Payer zip code is invalid-The zip code must be a valid zip 
code in the US Post Office directory. N403

The postal zip code is invalid for the destination 
payer. Please verify the zip code is correct for the 
payer.

If (2010BC/2330B-NM101 = 'PR'  and  (2010BC/2330B-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions 
of 2010BC/2330B-N403 must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain 
numeric digits  or  spaces.
OR
If (2010BC/2330B-N403 is present and  (2010BC/2330B-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions 
of 2010BC/2330B-N403 must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A061
Payer Country Code is invalid-the country code is a two letter 
alphabetic code representing the names of countries. N404 The country code is invalid for the destination payer 

If 2010BC/2330B-N404 is present, 2010BC/2330B-N404 must contain a valid country code from 
Code Source 5.

A062 Responsible Party Last Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the last name of the resonsible party is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010BD-NM101 = 'QD'  and  2010BD-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010BD-NM103 contains ((only 
'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' 
- 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (2010BD-NM101 = 'QD'  and  2010BD-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2010BD-NM103 contains ((only 
'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand (&), single 
quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A063 Responsible Party First Name is missing NM104

Please verify the first name of the responsible party 
is entered, and contains only the values allowed. 
The allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right. If (2010BD-NM101 = 'QD'  and  2010BD-NM102 = '1'), 2010BD-NM104 must be present.

A064 Responsible Party First Name is invalid NM104

Please verify the first name of the responsible party 
is correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010BD-NM104 is present  and  2010BD-NM101 = 'QD'  and  2010BD-NM102  = '1'), verify that 
2010BD-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A065 Responsible Party Middle Name is invalid NM105

Please verify the middle name of the responsible 
party is correct, and contains only the values 
allowed. The allowed values are listed in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If (2010BD-NM105 is present  and  2010BD-NM101 = 'QD'  and  2010BD-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010BD-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A066 Responsible Party City is invalid N401

The city name entered for the responsible party is 
invalid, please verify the city name is entered 
correctly and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section to the 
right.

If 2010BD-NM101 = 'QD', verify that 2010BD-N401 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-
)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character 
value)).

A067
Responsible Party State is invalid-A valid two-character 
alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

The state code for the responsible party is invalid, 
please verify the state code entered for the patient.

If 2010BD-N402 is present, 2010BD-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code 
Source 22.

A067
Responsible Party State is invalid- Must be A valid two-
character alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

The state code for the responsible party is invalid, 
please verify the state code entered for the patient. If 2010BD-NM101 = 'QD', 2010BD-N402 must be a valid postal state code from Code Source 22.

A068
Responsible Party Zip Code is invalid-The zip code must be 
a valid zip code in the US Post Office directory. N403

The postal zip code is invalid for the responsible 
party. Please verify the zip code is correct.

If (2010BD-NM101 = 'QD'  and  (2010BD-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010BD-
N403 must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain numeric digits  or  
spaces.
OR
If (2010BD-N403 is present and  (2010BD-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010BD-
N403 must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A069

Responsible Party Country is invalid - the country code is a 
two letter alphabetic code representing the names of 
countries. N404

If the responsible party is located outside of the 
United States please verify the country code 
enetered. If 2010BD-N404 is present, 2010BD-N404 must contain a valid country code from Code Source 5.
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A074 Patient HL can not be present HL

The HL segment that would contain the original 
entity who submitted the electronic claim can not be 
present, please remove. If 2000B-HL04 = '0', an occurrence of the 2000C-HL segment can not be present on this claim.

A075 Patient HL must be present HL

The HL segment that would contain the original 
entity who submitted the electronic claim must be 
present.

If 2000B-HL04 = '1', at least one occurrence of the 2000C-HL segment (with 2000C-HL03 = '23') 
must be present within the current 2000B (Subscriber) Hierarchical Loop.

A076 Patient Last Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the patient last name is correct, and 
contains only the allowed values listd in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If (2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2010CA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010CA-NM103 contains ((only 
'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' 
- 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A077 Patient First Name is missing NM104

Please verify the first name of the patient is entered, 
and contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right. If (2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2010CA-NM102 = '1'), 2010CA-NM104 must be present.

A078 Patient First Name is invalid NM104

Please verify the first name of the patient is correct, 
and contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If (2010CA-NM104 is present  and  2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2010CA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010CA-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A079 Patient Middle Name is invalid NM105

Please verify the middle name of the patient is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010CA-NM105 is present  and  2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2010CA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2010CA-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A080 Patient City must be A-Z and no space in 1st char N401

The city name entered for the patient is invalid, 
please verify the city name is correct and contains 
only the allowed values listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If 2010CA-NM101 = 'QC', verify that 2010CA-N401 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-
)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character 
value)).

A081
Patient State Code is invalid-A valid two-character alpha 
state code from the Post Office Directory. N401

The city name entered for the patient is invalid, 
please verify the city name is correct and contains 
only the allowed values listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If 2010CA-N402 is present, 2010CA-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code 
Source 22.

A081
Patient State Code is invalid- Must be A valid two-character 
alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

The state code for the patient is invalid, please 
verify the state code entered for the patient. If 2010CA-NM101 = 'QC', 2010CA-N402 must be a valid postal state code from Code Source 22.

A082
Patient Zip Code is invalid-The zip code must be a valid zip 
code in the US Post Office directory. N403

The postal zip code is invalid for the patient. Please 
verify the zip code is correct.

If (2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  (2010CA-N404 = '    ' or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010CA-
N403 must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain numeric digits  or  
spaces.
OR
If (2010CA-N403 is present and  (2010CA-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2010CA-
N403 must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A083
Patient Country Code is invalid-the country code is a two 
letter alphabetic code representing the names of countries. N404

If the patient is located outside of the United States 
please verify the country code enetered. If 2010CA-N404 is present, 2010CA-N404 must contain a valid country code from Code Source 5.

A084 Patient Date of Birth can't be a future date DMG02
The patients Date of Birth is a future date, please 
verify the date entered is correct.

If (2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2010CA-DMG01 = 'D8'), the 2010CA-DMG02 [date] value, when 
compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.

A086 Total claim charge amount is invalid CLM02

Please verify the total claim amount is enetered 
correctly with only numeric values as shown in the 
section to the right. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', the 2300-CLM02 value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A086 Total claim charge amount is invalid CLM02

Please verify the total claim amount is enetered 
correctly with only numeric values as shown in the 
section to the right. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', the 2300-CLM02 value must conform to a numeric format of 99999999.99.

A087 Total Claim Charges not = to sum of service lines CLM02, SV102
The total of the service lines on the claim do not 
equal the total billed amount for the claim.

The total of all occurrences of 2400-SV102 on a claim must equal the amount submitted in 2300-
CLM02 of that claim.

A087 Total Claim Charges not = to sum of service lines CLM02, SV102

The total of the service lines that do not contain a 
Revenue Code value of '0001' on the claim do not 
equal the total billed amount for the claim.

For all occurrences of the 2400-SV2 segment that do not contain a Revenue Code value of '0001' 
in 2400-SV201, the total of all the dollar amounts submitted in those occurrences of 2400-SV203 
must equal the dollar amount submitted in 2300-CLM02.
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A088
Claim Postal State Code is invalid - Must be A valid two-
character alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. CLM11-4

The state code in which the auto accident occurred 
is invalid, please check the state code entered.

If 2300-CLM11-4 is present, 2300-CLM11-4 must contain a valid postal state code from Code 
Source 22.

A089
Claim Country Code is invalid - the country code is a two 
letter alphabetic code representing the names of countries. CLM11-5

The country code is invalid for the location the auto 
accident occurred.

If 2300-CLM11-5 is present, 2300-CLM11-5 must contain a valid country code from Code Source 
5.

A091 Initial Treatment date can't be a future date DTP03
The Initial Treatment date is a future date when 
compared to the date the file was created.

If 2300/2400-DTP01 = '454', the 2300/2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 
[date] value, can not be a future date.

A092 Referral Date can't be a future date DTP03
The Referral date is a future date when compared to 
the date the file was created.

If 2300-DTP01 = '330', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A093 Date Last Seen can't be a future date DTP03
The Date Last Seen is a future date when compared 
to the date the file was created.

If ((2000B-SBR09 is present and 2000B-SBR09 ne 'MB') and 2300-DTP01 = '304'), the 2300-
DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, cannot be a future date.

A094 Current Illness/Symptom date can't be future date DTP03
The Current Illness/Symptom date is a future date 
when compared to the date the file was created.

If 2300/2400-DTP01 = '431', the 2300/2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 
[date] value, can not be a future date.

A095 Date required when patient condition is acute DTP01

The acute manifestation date is missing on the 
claim, this must be present when the condition is 
acute.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  (2300-CR208 = 'A'  or  'M')), an occurrence of the 2300-DTP 
segment with 2300-DTP01 = '453' must exist on this claim.

A096 Acute manifestation can't be a future date DTP03
The Acute manifestation date is a future date when 
compared to the date the claim was submitted.

If 2300/2400-DTP01 = '453', the 2300/2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 
[date] value, can not be a future date.

A097 Similar Illness/Symptom can't be a future date DTP03

The Similar Illness/Symptom date is a future date 
when compared to the date the claim was 
submitted.

If 2300/2400-DTP01 = '438', the 2300/2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 
[date] value, can not be a future date. 

A098 Accident Date can't be a future date DTP03
The date of the accident is a future date when 
compared to the date the claim was submitted.

If (2300-DTP01 = '439'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'D8'), the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to 
the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.
OR
If (2300-DTP01 = '439'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'DT'), the 'CCYYMMDD' portion of the 2300-DTP03 
[date + time] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date. 

A099 Last Menstrual Period can't be a future date DTP03

The date of the Last Menstrual period is a future 
date when compared to the date the claim was 
submitted.

If 2300-DTP01 = '484', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A100 Last X-ray Date can't be a future date DTP03
The date of the Lat X-Ray is a future date when 
compared to the date the claim was submitted.

If 2300/2400-DTP01 = '455', the 2300/2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 
[date] value, can not be a future date.

A101 Hearing/Vision RX Date can't be future date DTP03
The Hearing/Vision RX date is a future date when 
compared to the date the claim was submitted.

If 2300-DTP01 = '471', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A102 Date last worked can't be a future date DTP03
The date last worked is a future date when 
compared to the date the claim was submitted.

If 2300-DTP01 = '297', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A103 Admission date can't be a future date DTP03
The date of Admission is a future date when 
compared to the date the claim was submitted.

If 2300-DTP01 = '435', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A103 Admission date can't be a future date DTP03
The date od Admission is a future date when 
compared to the date the claim was submitted.

If 2300-DTP01 = '435', the 'CCYYMMDD' [date] portion of this 2300-DTP03 [date + time] value, 
when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.

A104 Admit date required with discharge date DTP01
The claim has a discharge date, but is missing the 
admission date.

If 2300-DTP01 = '096', an occurrence of the 2300-DTP segment with 2300-DTP01 = '435' must be 
present on this claim.

A105 Discharge date can't be a future date DTP03
The Discharge date is a future date when compared 
to the date the claim was submitted.

If 2300-DTP01 = '096', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A106 Discharge date can't be prior to admit date DTP03
The date the patient was discharged is prior to the 
date they were admitted, please check the dates.

If 2300-DTP01 = '096',  the 2300-DTP03 [discharge date] value must be greater than  or  equal to 
the (2300-DTP03 [admission date] value when 2300-DTP01 = '435' ).

A107 Assumed/Relinquished Date > File Receive Date DTP03
The Assumed/Relinquished date is a future date 
when compared to the date the claim was submitted

If 2300-DTP01 = '090'/'091', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] 
value, can not be a future date.
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A108 Attachment control number qualifier missing PWK05

If the claim submitted requires additional 
documentation, and it is being sent via fax, e-mail or 
electronically you must have the qualifier of 'AC' for 
the attachment control number on the claim. If (2300/2400-PWK02 = 'BM', 'EL', 'EM'  or  'FX'), 2300/2400-PWK05 must = 'AC'.

A109 Attachment control number missing PWK06

If the claim submitted requires additional 
documentation, and it is being sent via fax, e-mail or 
electronically you must have the attachment control 
number on the claim. If (2300/2400-PWK02 = 'BM', 'EL', 'EM'  or  'FX'), 2300/2400-PWK06 must be present.

A110 Contract Amount is invalid CN102

The Contract Amount submitted is invlaid, please 
make sure it is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-CN102 is present), the 2300/2400-CN102 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A110 Contract Amount is invalid CN102

The Contract Amount submitted is invlaid, please 
make sure it is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-CN102 is present), the 2300-CN102 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A111 Contract Percentage is invalid CN103

The Contract Percentage submitted is invalid, 
please make sure it is in a numeric format as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-CN103 is present), the 2300/2400-CN103 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 99.99.

A111 Contract Percentage is invalid CN103

The Contract Percentage submitted is invalid, 
please make sure it is in a numeric format as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-CN103 is present), the 2300-CN103 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.999.

A112 Terms Discount Percent is invalid CN105

The Terms Discount Percentage is invalid, please 
make sure it is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-CN105 is present), the 2300/2400-CN105 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 99.99.

A112 Terms Discount Percent is invalid CN105

The Terms Discount Percentage is invalid, please 
make sure it is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-CN105 is present), the 2300-CN105 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.999.

A114 Patient amount paid is > claim total charge AMT02
The amount the patient paid toward the claim is 
more than the total amount of the claim.

If 2300-AMT01 = 'F5', the 2300-AMT02 amount must be less than  or  equal to the total charges 
amount in 2300-CLM02.
OR
If 2300-AMT01 = 'F5',  2300-AMT02 cannot be greater than 2300-CLM02.

A115 Patient amount paid is invalid AMT02

The amount the patient paid toward the claim is 
invalid. Please make sure the amount is correct, 
and also in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300-AMT01 = 'F5'), the 2300-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A115 Patient amount paid is invalid AMT02

The amount the patient paid toward the claim is 
invalid. Please make sure the amount is correct, 
and also in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-AMT01 = 'F5'), the 2300-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A116 Total purchased service is invalid AMT02

The dollar amount for services purchased is invalid. 
Please make sure the amount is correct, and also in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300-AMT01 = 'NE'), the 2300-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A117 Ambulance mileage is invalid CR106

The distance the ambulance traveled in invalid. 
Please make sure the mileage is correct, and also in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-CR106 is present), the 2300/2400-CR106 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 9999.

A118 Purpose of round trip req if type transport = X CR109
The reason for the ambulance making a round trip is 
missing on the claim. If 2300/2400-CR103 = 'X', 2300/2400-CR109 must be present.

A122 Qualifier Code can occur only three times CRC01 only occur a maximum of three times on the claim. The CRC01 Qualifier Code Value of '07' can occur a maximum of 3 (three) times.

A123 Diagnosis Code is invalid HI01-2

The diagnosis code submitted on the claim is 
invalid. To check the code or to find out the correct 
code please contact the provider call center.

If 2300-HI01-1 = 'BK', 2300-HI01-2 must contain a valid diagnosis code from Code Source 131.
OR
If 2300-HI[02/03/04/05/06/07/08]-1 = 'BF', 2300-HI[02/03/04/05/06/07/08]-2 must contain a valid 
diagnosis code from Code Source 131.
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A123 Diagnosis Code is invalid HI01-2

The diagnosis code submitted on the claim is 
invalid. To check the code or to find out the correct 
code please contact the provider call center.

If (2300-HI01-1 = 'BK'  and  2300-HI01-2 is present), 2300-HI01-2 must contain a principal 
diagnosis code from Code Source 131.
OR
If ((2300-HI02-1 = 'BJ'  or  'ZZ')  and  2300-HI02-2 is present), 2300-HI02-2 must contain a 
diagnosis code from Code Source 131.
OR
If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BF'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain an 
ICD-9-CM diagnosis code from Code Source 131.

A124 A 3rd Diagnosis submitted w/o a 2nd Diagnosis HI02 the 2nd diagnosis code. If the 2300-HI03 composite is present, the 2300-HI02 composite must be present.

A125 Repriced Allowed Amount is invalid HCP02

The value entered for the Reprised Allowed amount 
is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-HCP02 is present), the 2300/2400-HCP02 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A125 Repriced Allowed Amount is invalid HCP02

The value entered for the Reprised Allowed amount 
is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-HCP02 is present), the 2300-HCP02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-HCP02 is present), the 2400-HCP02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A126 Repriced Savings Amount is invalid HCP03

The value entered for the Reprised Saving amount 
is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-HCP03 is present), the 2300/2400-HCP03 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 9999999.

A126 Repriced Savings Amount is invalid HCP03

The value entered for the Reprised Saving amount 
is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-HCP03 is present), the 2300-HCP03 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-HCP03 is present), the 2400-HCP03 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A127 Repricing Flat Rate Amount is invalid HCP05

The value entered for the Reprised per Diem or Flat 
Rate amount is invalid. Please make sure the value 
is in a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-HCP05 is present), the 2300/2400-HCP05 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 99999.99.

A127 Repricing Flat Rate Amount is invalid HCP05

The value entered for the Reprised per Diem or Flat 
Rate amount is invalid. Please make sure the value 
is in a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-HCP05 is present), the 2300-HCP05 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-HCP05 is present), the 2400-HCP05 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999.99.

A128 Repriced Approved Patient Group Amt. is invalid HCP07

The value entered for the Reprised Approved 
Patient Group amount is invalid. Please make sure 
the value is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-HCP07 is present), the 2300/2400-HCP07 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A128 Repriced Approved Patient Group Amt. is invalid HCP07

The value entered for the Reprised Approved 
Patient Group amount is invalid. Please make sure 
the value is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-HCP07 is present), the 2400-HCP07 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A129 Home Health Care # of Visits is invalid HSD02

The number of Home Health Visits is invalid. Please 
make sure the value is in a numeric format as 
shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2305-HSD02 is present), the 2305-HSD02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.

A129 Home Health Care # of Visits is invalid HSD02

The number of Home Health Visits is invalid. Please 
make sure the value is in a numeric format as 
shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2305-HSD02 is present), the 2305-HSD02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999999999999999.

A130 Home Health Care Frequency count is invalid HSD04

The amount entered for the sampling frequency in 
terms of a modulus of the Unit of Measure is invalid. 
Please make sure the value is in a numeric format 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2305-HSD04 is present), the 2305-HSD04 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.9.
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A153
Service Facility State Code invalid - Must be A valid two-
character alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

The state code for the facility where the services 
were rendered in invalid. Please make sure it is a 
valid two character alpha code.

If 2310D-N402 is present, 2310D-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 
22.
OR
If (2420C-NM101 = '77', 'FA', 'LI'  or  'TL'), 2420C-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from 
Code Source 22.

A154
Service Facility Postal Zip Code invalid- The zip code must 
be a valid zip code in the US Post Office directory. N403

The zip code for the facility where the services were 
rendered is invlaid. Please make sure the zip code 
contains only numeric values and is correct.

If (2310E-NM101 = 'FA'  and  (2310E-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2310E-N403 
must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain numeric digits  or  spaces.
OR
If (2310E-N403 is present and  (2310E-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2310E-N403 
must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A155

Service Facility Country Code is invalid- the country code is 
a two letter alphabetic code representing the names of 
countries. N404

The country code for the facility where the services 
were rendered is invlaid. Please make sure the 
country code contains only numeric values and is 
correct.

If 2310D/2420C-N404 is present, 2310D/2420C-N404 must contain a valid country code from Code
Source 5.

A155 Service Facility Country Code is invalid N404

The country code for the facility where the services 
were rendered is invlaid. Please make sure the 
country code contains only numeric values and is 
correct. If 2310E-N404 is present, 2310E-N404 must contain a valid country code from Code Source 5.

A156
Supervising Provider Last Name is invalid- the field for the 
supervising provider first name was left blank NM103

Please verify the last name of the Supervising 
Provider that is submitting in the electronic file is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2310E/2420D-NM101 = 'DQ'  and  2310E/2420D-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2310E/2420D-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A157 Supervising Provider First Name is missing NM104
Please verify the Supervising provider first name is 
entered on the claim. If 2310E/2420D-NM102 = '1', 2310E/2420D-NM104 must be present.

A158 Supervising Provider First Name is invalid NM104

Provider that is submitting in the electronic file is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2310E/2420D-NM1-NM104 is present  and  2310E/2420D-NM101 = 'DQ'  and  2310E/2420D-
NM102 = '1'), verify that 2310E-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space 
character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A159 Supervising Provider Middle Name is invalid NM105

Please verify the middle name of the Supervising 
Provider that is submitting in the electronic file is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2310E-NM105 is present  and  2310E-NM101 = 'DQ'  and  2310E-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2310E-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If 2420D-NM105 is present, verify that 2420D-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / 
hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' 
character value)).

A160 Insurance type code of MP invalid in sequence SBR05 the code of 'MP' which stands for Medicare primary If (2320-SBR01 =  'S'  or  'T'), 2320-SBR05 can not  = 'MP'.

A161 Claim Level Adjustment Amount is invalid CAS03

Please verify the claim Adjustment amounts are 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-CAS03/06/09/12/15/18 is present), the 2320-
CAS03/06/09/12/15/18 value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A161 Claim Level Adjustment Amount is invalid CAS03

Please verify the claim Adjustment amounts are 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-CAS[03/06/09/12/15/18] is present), the 2320-
CAS[03/06/09/12/15/18] value must conform to a numeric format of 99999999.99.

A162 Claim Level Adjustment Quantity is invalid CAS04

Please verify the claim Adjustment quantity amounts 
are entered correctly, and contain only numeric 
values as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-CAS04/07/10/13/16/19 is present), the 2320-
CAS04/07/10/13/16/19 value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.

A162 Claim Level Adjustment Quantity is invalid CAS04

Please verify the claim Adjustment quantity amounts 
are entered correctly, and contain only numeric 
values as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-CAS[04/07/10/13/16/19] is present), the 2320-
CAS[04/07/10/13/16/19] value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.

A163 Payer Paid Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Payer paid amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

f (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'D'/'AAE'/'B6'/F2'), the 2320-AMT02 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A163 Payer Paid Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Payer paid amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.
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A164 Approved Amount Invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Approved amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'AAE'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A165 Allowed Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Allowed amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'B6'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A165 Allowed Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Allowed amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'B6'/'T3'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A166 Patient Responsibility Amount invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Patient Responsibility amount is 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'F2'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A167 Covered Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Covered amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'AU'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A168 Discount Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Discount amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'D8'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A169 Per Day Limit Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Per Day Limit amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'DY'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A170 Patient Paid Amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Patient Paid amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'F5'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A171 Tax amount is invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Tax amount is entered correctly, 
and contain only numeric values as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'T'),  the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A172 Total Claim Before Taxes Amount invalid (COB) AMT02

Please verify the Total Claim amount before Taxes 
is entered correctly, and contain only numeric 
values as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'T2'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A173 Patient signature source code invalid OI04
The code indicating the patients signature is on file 
is invalid.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  (2320-OI06 = 'A',  'I',  'M',  'O'  or  'Y')), 2320-OI04 must be greater 
than spaces.

A174 Outpatient Reimbursement Rate invalid MOA01

Please verify the Outpatient Reimbursement rate is 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-MOA01 is present), the 2320-MOA01 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.99.

A174 Outpatient Reimbursement Rate invalid MOA01

Please verify the Outpatient Reimbursement rate is 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MOA01 is present), the 2320-MOA01 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999999.

A175 HCPCS Payable Amount invalid MOA02

Please verify the HCPCS Payable Amount is 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-MOA02 is present), the 2320-MOA02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A175 HCPCS Payable Amount invalid MOA02

Please verify the HCPCS Payable Amount is 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MOA02 is present), the 2320-MOA02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A176 ESRD Paid amount is invalid MOA08

Please verify the ESRD Paid Amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-MOA08 is present), the 2320-MOA08 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A176 ESRD Paid amount is invalid MOA08

Please verify the ESRD Paid Amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MOA08 is present), the 2320-MOA08 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A177 Non-payable Prof. Component Billed Amt invalid MOA09

Please verify the Non-payable Prof. Component 
Billed Amount is entered correctly, and contain only 
numeric values as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-MOA09 is present), the 2320-MOA09 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.
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A177 Non-payable Prof. Component Billed Amt invalid MOA09

Please verify the Non-payable Prof. Component 
Billed Amount is entered correctly, and contain only 
numeric values as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MOA09 is present), the 2320-MOA09 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A178 Claim Adjudication > File Receive Date DTP03

The date the claim was adjudicated is a future date 
when compared to the date the claim was 
submitted.

If 2330B-DTP01 = '573', the 2330B-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value,
can not be a future date.

A179 Pay To Provider Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the last name of the Pay-To-Provider 
that is submitting in the electronic file is correct, and 
contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If (2010AB-NM101 = '87'  and  2010AB-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2010AB-NM103 contains ((only 'A' 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand (&), single 
quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A180 Purchased Service Provider Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the name of the provider whom the 
services were purchased from, that is submitting in 
the electronic file is correct, and contains only the 
values allowed. The allowed values are listed in the 
Technical information in the section to the right.

If (2310C-NM101 = 'QB'  and  2310C-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2310C-NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  
or   'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (2310C-NM101 = 'QB'  and  2310C-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2310C-NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand (&), single 
quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A182 HCPCS Procedure is not valid on payer file  SV101-2, HCP10, SVD03-2
Please verify the HCPCS Procedure code submitted 
on the claim is correct.

If 2400-SV101-1 = 'HC', 2400-SV101-2 must contain a valid Procedure Code from Code Source 
130.
OR
If 2400-HCP09 = 'HC', 2400-HCP10 must contain a valid Procedure Code from Code Source 130.
OR
If 2430-SVD03-1 = 'HC', 2430-SVD03-2 must contain a valid Procedure Code from Code Source 
130.

A182 HCPCS Procedure is not valid on payer file  SV101-2, HCP10, SVD03-2
Please verify the HCPCS Procedure code submitted 
on the claim is correct.

If (2300-HI01-1 = 'BP'  and  2300-HI01-2 is present), 2300-HI01-2 must contain a HCPCS 
procedure code from Code Source 130.
OR
If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BO'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain a 
HCPCS procedure code from Code Source 130.
OR
If (2300/2400-HCP09= 'HC'  and  2300/2400-HCP10 is present), 2300/2400-HCP10 must contain a 
HCPCS procedure code from Code Source 130.
OR
If 2400-SV202-1 = 'HC', 2400-SV202-2 must contain a valid Procedure Code from Code Source 
130.
OR
If 2430-SVD03-1 = 'HC', 2430-SVD03-2 must contain a valid Procedure Code from Code Source 
130.

A183 Modifier 1, 2, 3 or 4 contains a hyphen SV202, SVD03
Please verify the Modifiers on the procedure codes 
submitted do not contain a hyphen.

If 2400-SV202-[3-6] is present, 2400-SV202-[3-6] may not contain a '-' (hyphen) value.
OR
If 2430-SVD03-[3-6] is present, 2430-SVD03-[3-6] may not contain a '-' (hyphen) value.

A184 Line Item Charge amount is invalid SV102

Please verify the Line Item charge amount is 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB' , the 2400-SV102 value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A184 Line Item Charge amount is invalid SV102

Please verify the Line Item charge amount is 
entered correctly, and contain only numeric values 
as shown in the section to the right. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', the 2400-SV203 value must conform to a numeric format of 99999999.99.
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A185 Units of Service submitted invalid SV104, CTP04

Please verify the Units of Service amount is entered 
correctly, and contain only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-SV103 = 'F2'), the 2400-SV104 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.999.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-SV103 = 'UN'), the 2400-SV104 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.9.
OR
If 2400-SV103 = 'UN', 2400-SV104 must be greater than '0'.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2410-CTP04 is present), the 2410-CTP04 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.999.

A186 Minutes submitted invalid SV104

The minutes submitted for the service are invalid. 
Please make sure they are in a numeric format as 
shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-SV103 = 'MJ'), the 2400-SV104 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999.

A187 Line Level Dx Code Pointer must be present SV107

If you have a diagnosis code present on the claim, 
you must also have the pointer present to tell which 
diagnosis code the specific service line is 
associated with. If the 2300-HI segment is present, the 2400-SV107 composite data element must be present.

A188 Claim Level Dx Code must be present HI01-2 The claim is missing the diagnosis code. If 2400-SV107-1 is present, 2300-HI01-2 must be present.

A189 Diagnosis Pointer points to blank DX code SV107

The pointer value submitted points to a blank 
diagnosis code, please mnake sure the diagnosis 
codes are filled in, and the pointers used only go to 
a diagnosis code enetered.

If 2400-SV107-1 = '2'/'3'/'4'/'5'/'6'/'7'/'8',  the 2300-HI02/03/04/05/06/07/08 composite must be 
present.

A190 Durable Medical Equipment Duration is invalid CR303

The length of time the Durable Medical Equipment 
was used is invalid. Please make sure it in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-CR303 is present), the 2400-CR303 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.

A191 Home Oxygen Therapy Cert. period invalid CR502

The value submitted for the number of months the 
Home Oxygen Therapy is covered is invalid. Please 
make sure it in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-CR502 is present), the 2400-CR502 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.

A192 Arterial Blood Gas quantity is invalid CR510

The value submitted for the Arterial Blood gas 
quantity is invalid. Please make sure it in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-CR510 is present), the 2400-CR510 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.9.

A193 Oxygen Saturation quantity is invalid CR511

The value submitted for the Oxygen Saturation 
quantity is invalid. Please make sure it in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-CR511 is present), the 2400-CR511 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.9.

A194 Hospice Employed Provider must be Y or N CRC02

The Hospice Employee Indicator must be a 'Y' or 'N' 
to indicate if the rendering provider is employed by 
the Hospice.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  ((2300-CLM05-1 = '34')  or  (2400-SV105 = '34'))), (2400-CRC01 
must = '70' and (2400-CRC02 must = 'Y' or 'N')).

A195 Date of Death can't be > service date PAT06

The Date of the patients death is a future date when 
compared to the Date of Service on the claim. 
Please correct the Date of Death.

If ((2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  2000C-PAT05 = 'D8'), the (2000C-
PAT06 [deceased date] value), when compared to the service date value in 2400-DTP03 (where 
2400-DTP01 = 472  and  2400-DTP02 = 'D8'), can not be a greater date).  
OR
If ((2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  2000C-PAT05 = 'D8'), the (2000C-
PAT06 [deceased date] value), when compared to the second date value occurrence in 2400-
DTP03 (where 2400-DTP01 = 472  and  2400-DTP02 = 'RD8'), can not be a greater date). 

A196 Service Date can not be < Patient DOB CTP03
The patients date of birth can not be a future date 
when compared to the Date of Service.

If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  
2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'D8'), the 2010CA-DMG02 [date] value can not be 
greater than this 2400-DTP03 [date] value.
OR
If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  
2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'RD8'), the 2010CA-DMG02 [date] value can not be 
greater than the first portion of this 2400-DTP03 [date] value.
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A197 Current Illness/Symptom date can't be > DOS DTP03

The Date of the patients current illness/symptoms is 
a future date when compared to the Date of Service 
on the claim. Please correct the Date of Death.

If 2300-DTP01 = '431', the 2300-DTP03 [Onset of Current Illness/Symptom Date] value must less 
than or equal to this 2400-DTP03 [Date of Service] value.

A198 Accident Date can not be > date of service DTP03

The Date of the patients Accident is a future date 
when compared to the Date of Service on the claim. 
Please correct the Date of Death.

If (2300-DTP01 = '439'  and 2300-DTP02 = 'D8'), the 2300-DTP03 [Accident Date] value must less 
than or equal to this 2400-DTP03 [Date of Service] value.
OR
If (2300-DTP01 = '439'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'DT'), the 'CCYYMMDD' [Accident Date] portion of the 
2300-DTP03 [Accident Date+Accident Time] value must less than or equal to this 2400-DTP03 
[Date of Service] value.

A199 Last Menstrual Period can not be > DOS DTP03

The Date of the patients last Menstrual Period is a 
future date when compared to the Date of Service 
on the claim. Please correct the Date of Death.

If 2300-DTP01 = '484', the 2300-DTP03 [LMP Date] value must less than or equal to this 2400-
DTP03 [Date of Service] value.

A200 Admission date can’t be > service date DTP03

The Date of the patients Admission is a future date 
when compared to the Date of Service on the claim. 
Please correct the Date of Death.

If ((2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'D8')  and  (2300-DTP01 = '435'  and  2300-DTP02 = 
'DT')), the 'CCYYMMDD' [admission date] portion of the 2300-DTP03 [date + time] value, when 
compared to the 2400-DTP03 [service date] value, can not be a future date.
OR
If ((2300-DTP01 = '435'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'DT')  and  (2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 
'RD8')), the 'CCYYMMDD' [date] portion of the 2300-DTP03 [date + time] value, when compared to 
either portion of the 2400-DTP03 [date + date] value can not be a future date.

A201 POS = 21, Admission date must be present. DTP01

If the Place of Service is an inpatient hospital, the 
admission date must be present, please make sure 
the admission date is on the claim.

If 2300-CLM05-1 [POS code] = '21', one (1) occurrence of the 2300-DTP segment with '435' in 
2300-DTP01 must be present.
OR
If 2400-SV105 [POS code] = '21', one (1) occurrence of the 2300-DTP segment with '435' in 2300-
DTP01 must be present.

A202 Date of Service > File Receive Date DTP03

The Date of Service is a future date when compared 
to the date the file was received. Please make sure 
the Date of Service is correct, and is before the file 
is sent.

If (2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'D8'), the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to 
the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.
OR
If (2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'RD8'), neither portion of this 2400-DTP03 [date + 
date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can be a future date.

A204 Service From Date is greater than To Date DTP03

The Dates of Service are invalid. Please make sure 
the Service from date is less than or equal to the 
Service to date.

If (2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'RD8'), the first 'CCYYMMDD' occurrence from the 
2400-DTP03 [from and through date] value must be equal to  or  less than the second 
'CCYYMMDD' occurrence from the 2400-DTP03 [from and through date] value.

A205 Purchased Service Information Required PS1

If services were purchased from an outside entity 
please make sure the Pruchase Service information 
is included in the claim. This would include the 
purchase service provider identifier, and the amount 
paid for the services.

If 2300-AMT01 = 'NE', at least one (1) occurrence of this 2400-PS1 segment is required on this 
claim.
OR
If 2310C-NM101 = 'QB', at least one (1) occurrence of this 2400-PS1 segment is required on this 
claim.

A207 Begin Therapy date > File Receive Date DTP03
The date the patient began therapy is a future date 
when compared to the date the file was received.

If 2400-DTP01 = '463', the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.
OR
Each DTP01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 1 (one) time.

A208 Last Certification Date > File Receive Date DTP03
The date of Last Certification is a future date when 
compared to the date the file was received.

If 2400-DTP01 = '461', the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A209 Test Date > File Receive Date DTP03
The date of the test is a future date when compared 
to the date the file was received.

If 2400-DTP01 = '738'/'739', the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] 
value, can not be a future date.

A210 Oxygen Blood Gas Test Dt > File Receive Date DTP03

The date of the Oxygen Blood Gas test is a future 
date when compared to the date the file was 
received.

If 2400-DTP01 = '119', the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A211 Shipped Date > File Receive Date DTP03
The date shipped is a future date when compared to 
the date the file was received.

If 2400-DTP01 = '011', the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.
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A213 Test Results is invalid MEA03

The value given for the test results is invalid. Please 
make sure the results are given in a numeric format 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  (2400-MEA02 = 'GRA' or 'ZO')), the 2400-MEA03 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 99.9.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  (2400-MEA02 = 'HT'  or  'R3')), the 2400-MEA03 value must conform 
to a numeric format of 999.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  (2400-MEA02 = 'R1', 'R2'  or  'R4')), the 2400-MEA03 value must 
conform to a numeric format of 99.9.

A214 CLIA number submitted is invalid REF02

The CLIA number submitted on the claim is invalid, 
please verify the CLIA number provided, and does 
not contai the alpha character of 'O'.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2300/2400-REF01 = 'X4'), the  4th digit of the 2300/2400-REF02 
value may not contain an 'O' (alpha O).

A215 Oxygen Flow Rate is invalid REF02

The value given for the Oxygen Flow Rate is invalid. 
Please make sure the results are given in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right, or the 
value of 'X' is given if the maount was less than 1 
liter per minute. If 2400-REF01 = 'TP', valid 2400-REF02 values are '1' - '999' or 'X'. 

A216 Sales Tax Amount is invalid AMT02

The value given for the sales tax amount is invalid. 
Please make sure the results are given in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-AMT01 = 'T'), the 2400-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A217 Approved Amount Invalid AMT02

The value given for the Approved amount is invalid. 
Please make sure the results are given in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-AMT01 = 'AAE'), the 2400-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A218 Postage Claimed Amount is invalid AMT02

The value given for the Postage Claimed amount is 
invalid. Please make sure the results are given in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-AMT01 = 'F4'), the 2400-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A219 Purchased Service Charge amount is invalid PS102

The value given for the Purchase Service Charge 
amount is invalid. Please make sure the results are 
given in a numeric format as shown in the section to 
the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-PS102 is present), the 2400-PS102 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A220 Health Care Services # of visits is invalid HSD02

The value given for the number of visits the patient 
had for Health Care Servive Deliveries is invalid. 
Please make sure the results are given in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-HSD02 is present), the 2400-HSD02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.

A221 Health Care Srv. Frequency count is invalid HSD04

The value given for the frequency count for the 
patient for Health Care Servive Deliveries is invalid. 
Please make sure the results are given in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-HSD04 is present), the 2400-HSD04 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.9.

A222 Repriced Approved unit count is invalid HCP12

The amount given for the Repriced Approved unit 
count is invalid. Please make sure the value is 
submitted in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-HCP11 = 'DA') , the 2400-HCP12 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2400-HCP11 = 'UN'), the 2400-HCP12 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.9.

A224 Purchased Service Provider Name is Required NM101

If services were purchased from an outside entity 
please make sure the Pruchase Service provider 
name is included in the claim. 

If 2300-AMT01 = 'NE', one (1) occurrence of this 2310C-NM1 segment is required.
OR
If 2400-PS101 is present, one (1) occurrence of the 2310C-NM1 segment with 'QB' in 2310C-
NM101 must be present.
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A225 Ordering Provider Last Name is invalid NM103

Please verify the last name of the Ordering Provider 
that is submitting in the electronic file is correct, and 
contains only the values allowed. The allowed 
values are listed in the Technical information in the 
section to the right.

If (2420E-NM101 = 'DK'  and  2420E-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2420E-NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 
'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  
or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A226
Ordering Provider First Name missing- the field for the 
ordering provider first name was left blank NM104

Please verify the first name of the Ordering Provider 
is included in the claim. The allowed values are 
listed in the Technical information in the section to 
the right. If 2420E-NM102 = '1', 2420E-NM104 must be present.

A227 Ordering Provider First Name invalid NM104

If the Ordering Provider is a person's name, please 
make sure the first name is enetered correctly, and 
contains only the allowed values listed in the 
Technical information section to the right.

If (2420E-NM104 is present  and  2420E-NM101 = 'DK'  and  2420E-NM102 = '1'), verify that 
2420E-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z',  'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  
(the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A228 Ordering Provider Middle Name invalid NM105

Please verify the Oredring Provider middle name is 
correct, and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section t the right.

If 2420E-NM105 is present, verify that 2420E-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen 
(-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character 
value)).

A229 Ordering Provider City is invalid N401

Please verify the Ordering Provider city name is 
correct, and contains only the allowed values listed 
in the Technical information in the section to the 
right.

If 2420E-NM101 = 'DK', verify that 2420E-N401 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or 
space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A230
Ordering Provider state code is invalid- Must be A valid two-
character alpha state code from the Post Office Directory. N402

Please verify the two character state code for the 
Ordering provider is correct. If 2420E-NM101 = 'DK', 2420-N402 must contain a valid postal state code from Code Source 22.

A231
Ordering Provider zip code is invalid- The zip code must be a 
valid zip code in the US Post Office directory. N403

The postal zip code is invalid for the Ordering 
provider. Please verify the zip code is correct.

If (2420E-NM101 = 'DK'  and  (2420E-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2420E-N403 
must contain numeric digits  and  the next 4 positions must contain numeric digits  or  spaces.
OR
If (2420E-N403 is present and  (2420E-N404 = '    '  or  'US')), the first 5 positions of 2420E-N403 
must contain a valid postal ZIP code from Code Source 51.

A232

Ordering Provider country code is invalid- the country code is 
a two letter alphabetic code representing the names of 
countries. N404

If the Ordering Provider is located outside of the 
United States please verify the country code 
enetered. If 2420E-N404 is present, 2420E-N404 must contain a valid country code from Code Source 5.

A233 Service Line Paid amount is invalid SVD02

Please verify the Service Line Paid amount is 
correct, and contains only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2430-SVD02 is present), the 2430-SVD02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999999.99.

A233 Service Line Paid amount is invalid SVD02

Please verify the Service Line Paid amount is 
correct, and contains only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2430-SVD02 is present), the 2430-SVD02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A234 Paid Service unit count is invalid SVD05

Please verify the Service Line unit count amount is 
correct, and contains only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2430-SVD05 is present), the 2430-SVD05 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.9.

A234 Paid Service unit count is invalid SVD05

Please verify the Service Line unit count amount is 
correct, and contains only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2430-SVD05 is present), the 2430-SVD05 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A235 Line Level Adjusted Amount is invalid CAS

Please verify the Line Level Adjustment amount is 
correct, and contains only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2430-CAS03/06/09/12/15/18 is present), the 2430-
CAS03/06/09/12/15/18 value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.99.

A235 Line Level Adjusted Amount is invalid CAS

Please verify the Line Level Adjustment amount is 
correct, and contains only numeric values as shown 
in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2430-CAS[03/06/09/12/15/18] is present), the 2430-
CAS[03/06/09/12/15/18] value must conform to a numeric format of 99999999.99.

A236 Line Level Adjusted Units is invalid CAS

Please verify the Line Level Adjustment unit amount 
is correct, and contains only numeric values as 
shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2430-CAS04/07/10/13/16/19 is present), the 2430-
CAS04/07/10/13/16/19 value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.
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A236 Line Level Adjusted Units is invalid CAS

Please verify the Line Level Adjustment unit amount 
is correct, and contains only numeric values as 
shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2430-CAS[04/07/10/13/16/19] is present), the 2430-
CAS[04/07/10/13/16/19] value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.

A237 Line Adjustment Date > File Receive Date DTP03

The date given on the Line Adjustment was a future 
date when compared to the date the file was 
received, please verify the date on the Line 
Adjustment.

If 2430-DTP01 = '573', the 2430-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A238 Question Response Percent is invalid FRM05

The Question Response percentage is invalid. 
Please make sure it is submitted in a numeric format
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2440-FRM05 is present), the 2440-FRM05 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999.9.

A239 Purchased Service Provider # invalid PS101

The provider number given for the facility Servives 
were pruchased from is invalid. Please verify thew 
number is correct, and is submitted using the 
characters shown in the section to the right.

If 2400-PS101 is present, verify that 2400-PS101 contains only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', '-'  or  '0' - '9' 
character values.

A240 Medicare Secondary Payer Ins Type Code required SBR05

The insurance type code given for the secondary or 
tertiary insurance is incorrect. Please verify the 
code for the insurance. If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  or  'S')  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'), 2000B-SBR05 value must be present.  

A241 Insured Group/Policy Number can not be present SBR03

The Insured Group/Policy number should not be 
present on the electronic claim. The field should be 
left completely blank. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', 2000B-SBR03 must not be present.

A241 Insured Group/Policy Number can not be present SBR03

The Insured Group/Policy number should not be 
present on the electronic claim. The field should be 
left completely blank.

If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', 2000B-SBR03 can not be present.
OR
If 2000B-SBR03 is present, 2000B-SBR04 can not be present.

A242 Subscriber ID Qualifier is missing NM108
When giving the subscriber identification number it 
must be proceded by a qualifier of 'MI' or 'ZZ' If (2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '1'), 2010BA-NM108 must be present.

A243 Subscriber ID Number is missing NM109

The subscribers identification number is missing on 
the claim. Please verify the number is correct, and 
included in the claim. If (2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '1'), 2010BA-NM109 must be present.

A244 Appliance Placement Date can not be future date DTP03
The Appliance Placement date is a future date when 
compared to the date the file was created.

If 2300-DTP01 = '452', the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.
OR
If 2400-DTP01 = '452', the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A246 Reference Qualifier invalid for this payer REF01

If the subscriber secondary identifier is needed on 
the claim the 'SY' qualifier can not be used. This 
also means the social security number can not be 
used. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', 2010BA-REF01 can not = 'SY'.

A246 Reference Qualifier invalid for this payer REF01

If the subscriber secondary identifier is needed on 
the claim the 'SY' qualifier can not be used. This 
also means the social security number can not be 
used. If 2000B/2320-SBR09 = 'MA', 2010BA/2330C-REF01 can not = 'SY'.

A247 Facility type code is invalid CLM05-1
The code indicating the Place of Service is invalid, 
please verify the two digit numeric code is correct.

If 2300-CLM05-1 is present, 2300-CLM05-1 must contain a facility type code from Code Source 
236.

A248 Claim Frequency Type Code invalid CLM05-3
The code specifying the frequency of the claim is 
invalid, please verify the code. If 2300-CLM05-3 is present, 2300-CLM05-3 must be a valid value from Code Source 235.

A250 Statement Date > File Receive Date DTP03

The Statement date is a future date when compared 
to the date the file was received. Please verify the 
Statement date on the claim is correct.

If (2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'D8'), this 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to
the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.
OR
If (2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'RD8'), the first portion [statement covers from date] of 
this 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.

A251 Statement Thru Dt must be = or > From Dt DTP03

The Statement Thru date must be either greater 
than or equal to the Statement From date. Please 
verify the Statement dates given.

If (2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'RD8'), the second portion [statement covers through 
date] of the 2300-DTP03 value; must be greater than or equal to the first portion [from date] of the 
2300-DPT03 value.  
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A252 Patient Date of Birth can't be > statement date DTP03

The date of birth given for the patient is a future 
date when compared to the Statement date on the 
claim. Please verify the date of birth for the patient.

If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  
2300-DTP01 = '434'  and 2300-DTP02 = 'D8'), the 2010CA-DMG02 [date] value can not be greater 
than this 2300-DTP03 [date] value.                
OR
If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010CA-NM101 = 'QC'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  
2300-DTP01 = '434'  and 2300-DTP02 = 'RD8'), the 2010CA-DMG02 [date] value can not be 
greater than the first portion of this 2300-DTP03 [date] value.                

A253 Subscriber DOB can not be > statement date DTP03

The date of birth given for the subscriber is a future 
date when compared to the Statement date on the 
claim. Please verify the date of birth for the patient.

If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '18'  and  
2300-DTP01 = '434'  and 2300-DTP02 = 'D8'), the 2010BA-DMG02 [date] value can not be greater 
than this 2300-DTP03 [date] value.
OR
If ((2000B-SBR01 = 'P', 'S'  or  'T')  and  2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2000B-SBR02 = '18'  and  
2300-DTP01 = '434'  and 2300-DTP02 = 'RD8'), the 2010BA-DMG02 [date] value can not be 
greater than the first portion of this 2300-DTP03 [date] value.

A257 Admission Date/Hour is required DTP01

The date the patient was admitted to the facility is 
mising on the claim. Please add the date of 
Admission for the patient.

If (2300-CLM05-1 [Facility Type Code] = '11', '12', '18', '21', '22', '41', '51'  or  '52'), one (1) 
occurrence of this 2300-DTP segment with '435' in 2300-DTP01 is required.

A258 Admission Type Code is invalid CL101
The Admission type code is invalid. Please verify 
the code entered on the claim is correct.

If 2300-CL101 is present, 2300-CL101 must contain an admission type code from Code Source 
231.

A259 Admission Source Code is invalid CL102
The Admission source code is invalid. Please verify 
the code entered on the claim is correct.

If 2300-CL102 is present, 2300-CL102 must contain an admission source code from Code Source 
230.

A260 Admission Type = 4, admission source is invalid CL102
The Admission source code must equal '1', '2', '3', 
'4', or '9' if the admission type is equal to '4'. If 2300-CL101 = '4', valid code values for 2300-CL102 = '1',  '2',  '3',  '4'  or  '9'. 

A261 Admission Source Code required for this TOB CL102

For the type of bill indicated on the claim an 
Admission Source Code is required. Please verify 
the Admission Source Code is entered on the claim.

If (2300-CLM05-1 = '11', '12', '18', '21', '22', '41', '51'  or  '52') [Inpatient Type of Bill], 2300-CL102 
must be present.

A262 Patient Status Code is invalid CL103
If you are submitting a Patient Status Code, it must 
be a valid code taken from Code Source 239. If 2300-CL103 is present, 2300-CL103 must contain a patient status code from Code Source 239.

A263 Estimated Amount Due is invalid AMT02

The Estimated Amount Due submitted on the claim 
is invalid. Pleas make sure the amount is submitted 
in a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-AMT01 = 'C5'/'F3'), the 2300-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99

A265 Original Reference Number [ICN/DCN] is required REF01

q y q
Replacement, or '8' for Void the claim must have the 
Original reference number inculded.

If ((2300-CLM05-3 = '7'  or  '8')  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of this 2300-REF 
segment with the value of 'F8' in 2300-REF01 must be present.  

A266 Qualifier Code can occur only two times REF01, HI01-1

Any qualifier code submitted on the claim can only 
occur twice, also the qualifier for the diagnosis 
code(s) given on the claim can only occur a 
maximum of two times. The diagnosis code 
quealifiers are shown in the section to the right.

Each REF01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 2 (two) times.
OR
A 2300-HI segment with a 2300-HI01-1 value of ['BF'/'BO'/'BQ'/'BI'/'BH'/'BE'/'BG'/'TC'] can occur a 
maximum of 2 (two) times.

A267 External Cause of Injury Code is invalid HI103-2

The External Cause of Injury code submitted on the 
claim is invalid. Please verify the code is entered 
correctly, and is taken from code source 131.

If (2300-HI03-1 = 'BN'  and  2300-HI03-2 is present), 2300-HI03-2 must contain a diagnosis code 
from Code Source 131.

A268 Principal Procedure date can't be a future date HI01-4

The date of the Principal procedure code is a future 
date when compared to the date the file was 
receiced, please verify the date on the claim.

If 2300-HI01-4 is present, the 2300-HI01-4 [date] value,  when compared to the BHT04 [date] 
value, can not be a future date.  

A269 Other Procedure Date can't be a future date HI(01-12)-4

The date on one of the Procudures is a future date 
when compared to the date the file was received. 
Please verify the procedure dates on the claim.

If 2300-HI01-4 is present, the 2300-HI[01-12]-4 [date] value,  when compared to the BHT04 [date] 
value, can not be a future date.  
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A270 Procedure Code Submitted is invalid HI101-2

A Procedure code submitted on the claim is invalid, 
please verify the procedure codes used are correct 
and valid.

If (2300-HI01-1 = 'BR'  and  2300-HI01-2 is present), 2300-HI01-2 must contain an ICD-9-CM 
principal procedure code from Code Source 131.
OR
If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BQ'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain an 
ICD-9-CM procedure code from Code Source 131.

A271 Date Qualifier must be present HI101-3

The Date qualifier for the Diagnosis code is missing 
from the claim. Please veridy the correct qualifier is 
submitted in the claim.

If 2300-HI01-1 = 'BR', 2300-HI01-3 must be present.
OR
If 2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BQ', 2300-HI[01-12]-3 must be present.

A272 Occurrence Span Code is invalid HI(01-12)-2

If the diagnosis code qualifier is 'BI' please make 
sure a valid Accurnace Span Code is used from the 
Code Source 132.

If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BI'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain an 
occurrence span code from Code Source 132.

A273 Occurrence Span Code date can't be a future date HI(01-12)-4

The date for the Occurance Span Code can not be 
a future date when compared to the date the filr was 
received, please verify the date is correct.

If 2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BI', neither position of the 2300-HI[01-12]-4 [date + date] value, when 
compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can be a future date.  

A274 Occurrence Through Dt < Occur Span From Date HI01-4

The Occurance from date is a future date when 
compared to the through date, please verify the 
dates are correct.

If 2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BI', verify that the second portion of the 2300-HI[01-12]-4 [date + date] value 
is not prior to the first portion of the 2300-HI01-4 [date + date] value.

A275 Occurrence Code is invalid HI(01-12)-2

The Occurance code is invalid. Please make sure 
the code is correct, and taken from the Code Source 
132.

If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BH'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain an 
occurrence code from Code Source 132.

A276 Occurrence Code date can not be a future date HI(01-12)-4

The Occurance date can not be a future date when 
compared to the date the file was received, please 
verify the date is correct. 

If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BH'  and  (2300-HI[01-12]-2 does not ='40')), the 2300-HI[01-12]-4 [date] 
value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, can not be a future date.

A277 Value Code is invalid HI(01-12)-2

The Value code submitted is invalid. Please verify 
the code is correct, and is taken from the Code 
Source 132.

If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BE'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain a 
value code from Code Source 132.

A278 Value Code Associated Amount is invalid HI[01-12]-5

The value entered for the Value Code Associated 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BE'), the 2300-HI[01-12]-5 value must conform 
to a numeric format of 99999999.99.

A279 Condition Code is invalid HI[01-12]-2

The value entered for the Condition Code is invalid. 
To check the code or to find out the correct code, 
please contact the Provider Call Center.

If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BG'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain a 
condition code from Code Source 132.

A280 Treatment Code is invalid HI[01-12]-2

The value entered for the Treatment Code is invalid. 
To check the code or to find out the correct code 
please contact the Provider Call Center.

If (2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'TC'  and  2300-HI[01-12]-2 is present), 2300-HI[01-12]-2 must contain a 
treatment code from Code Source 359.

A281 Claim Quantity is invalid QTY02

The value entered for the Claim Days Count is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-QTY02 is present), the 2300-QTY02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 999999999999999.

A282 Repriced Approved Amount is invalid HCP07

The value entered for the Repriced Approved 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2300-HCP07 is present), the 2300-HCP07 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A283 Count for Visits Prior to Recert. Date invalid CR702

The value entered for the Visits Prior to 
Recertificaton Date Count is invalid. Please make 
sure the value is in a numeric format as shown in 
the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2305-CR702 is present), the 2305-CR702 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.

A284 Count for Total Visits Projected is invalid CR703

The value entered for the Total Visits Projected This 
Certification Count is invalid. Please make sure the 
value is in a numeric format as shown in the section 
to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2305-CR703 is present), the 2305-CR703 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99.
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A285 Attending Physician Name is required NM1

When sending the Facility Type Codes shown to the 
right, you must also include the Attending Physician 
Name.

If 2300-CLM05-1 = '11', '12', '18', '21', '22', '41', '51'  or  '52' [Inpatient Type of Bill], one (1) 
occurrence of this 2310A-NM1 segment is required.

A286 Attending Physician Last Name invalid NM103

Please verify the Attending Physician Last Name or 
Organization Name is correct and contains only the 
values allowed. The allowed values are shown in 
the section to the right.

If 2310A/2420A-NM101 = '71' and 2310A/2420A-NM102 = '1', verify that 2310A/2420A-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If 2310A/2420A-NM101 = '71' and 2310A/2420A-NM102 = '2', verify that 2310A/2420A-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z',  '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), 
ampersand (&), single quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  
and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A287 Attending Physician First Name is missing NM104

If the Attending Physician qualifies as a Person vs a 
Non-Person Entity, please make sure to include the 
Attending Physician First Name.

If (2310/2420A-NM101 = '71'  and  2310A/2420A-NM102 = '1'), 2310A/2420A-NM104 must be 
present.

A288 Attending Physician First Name invalid NM104

Please verify the Attending Physician First Name is 
correct and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310A-NM104 is present, verify that 2310A/2420A-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / 
hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' 
character value)).

A289 Attending Physician Middle Name invalid NM105

Please verify the Attending Physician Middle Name 
is correct and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310A/2420A-NM105 is present, verify that 2310A/2420A-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' -'z', 
dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' 
character value)).

A290 Attending Provider Specialty code is invalid PRV03
The Provider Taxonomy Code submitted in the file is
invalid, please verify.

If 2310A-PRV03 present, validate the provider taxonomy code [specialty code] 2310A-PRV03.  
There is not an external source code number; need to use the codes available on the Washington 
Publishing Company web site: http://www.wpc-edi.com.

A291 Attending Physician Information is missing REF01

The Medicare Provider Number or Provider UPIN 
number for the Attending Physician is missing from 
the file.

Until October 1, 2006, If (2310A-NM101 = '71'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of 
the 2310A-REF segment with '1C'  or '1G' in 2310A-REF01 must be present.
OR
Until October 1, 2006, If (2420A-NM101 = '71'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of 
the 2420A-REF segment with '1G' in 2420A-REF01 must be present.

A292 Attending Physician UPIN is missing REF02

The UPIN number is missing in the file, please make
sure it contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310A-REF01 = '1G', ((the first character of the 2310A-REF02 value must be 'A' - 'Z, 'a' - 'z'  and  
the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9') or (the 2310A-REF02 value must be 'INT000, 'OTH000',  
'PHS000',  'RES000',  'RET000', , 'SLF000', or 'VAD000' )).

A293 Operating Physician Info is missing REF01

The Medicare Provider Number or Provider UPIN 
number for the Operating Physician is missing from 
the file.

Until October 1, 2006, If (2310B-NM101 = '72'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of 
this 2310B-REF segment with '1C'  or '1G' in 2310B-REF01 must be present.
OR
Until October 1, 2006, If (2420B-NM101 = '72'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of 
this 2420B-REF segment with '1G' in 2420B-REF01 must be present.

A294 Operating Physician Last Name invalid NM103

Please verify the Operating Physician Last Name or 
Organization Name is correct and contains only the 
values allowed. The allowed values are shown in 
the section to the right.

If (2310B/2420B-NM101 = '72' and 2310B/2420B-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2310B/2420B-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z' or 'a' - 'z' character value)).

A295 Operating Physician First Name is missing NM104 Non-Person Entity, please make sure to include the If (2420-NM101 = '72' and 2420B-NM102 = '1'), 2420B-NM104 must be present.

A296 Operating Physician First Name invalid NM104

Please verify the Operating Physician First Name is 
correct and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310B/2420B-NM104 is present, verify that 2310B/2420B-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', 
dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z' or 'a' - 'z' 
character value)).

A297 Operating Physician Middle Name invalid NM105

Please verify the Operating Physician Middle Name 
is correct and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310B/2420B-NM105 is present, verify that 2310B/2420B-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', 
dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z' or 'a' - 'z' 
character value)).

A299 Operating Physician UPIN is missing REF02

The UPIN number is missing in the file, please make
sure it contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310B-REF01 = '1G', (((the first character of the 2310B-REF02 value must be 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z')  
and  (the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9'))  or  (the 2310B-REF02 value must be 'INT000, 
'OTH000', 'PHS000', 'RES000', 'RET000', 'SLF000'  or  'VAD000')).
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A300 Other Provider Last Name invalid NM103

Please verify the Other Physician Last Name or 
Organization Name is correct and contains only the 
values allowed. The allowed values are shown in 
the section to the right.

If (2310C/2420C-NM101 = '73' and 2310C/2420C-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2310C/2420C-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (2310C/2420C-NM101 = '73' and 2310C/2420C-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2310C/2420C-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand 
(&), single quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (") or space character values) and (the 1st 
position contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A301 Other Provider First Name missing NM104

If the Other Physician qualifies as a Person vs a 
Non-Person Entity, please make sure to include the 
Other Physician First Name.

If (2310C/2420C-NM101 = '73' and 2310C/2420C-NM102 = '1'), 2310C/2420C-NM104 must be 
present.

A302 Other Provider First Name invalid NM104

Please verify the Other Physician First Name is 
correct and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310C/2420C-NM104 is present, verify that 2310C/2420C-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', 
dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' 
character value)).

A303 Other Provider Middle Name invalid NM105

Please verify the Other Physician Middle Name is 
correct and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310C/2420C-NM105 is present, verify that 2310C/2420C-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', 
dash / hyphen (-) or space character values) and (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z' or 'a' - 'z' 
character value)).

A305 Other Provider Information is missing REF01

The Medicare Provider Number or Provider UPIN 
number for the Other Provider is missing from the 
file.

Until October 1, 2006, If (2310C-NM101 = '73'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of 
this 2310C-REF segment with '1C'  or '1G' in 2310C-REF01 must be present.
OR
Until October 1, 2006, If (2420C-NM101 = '73'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of 
this 2420C-REF segment with '1G' in 2420C-REF01 must be present.

A306 Other Provider UPIN is missing REF02

The UPIN number is missing in the file, please make
sure it contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are shown in the section to the right.

If 2310C-REF01 = '1G', (((the first character of the 2310C-REF02 value must be 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z') 
and  (the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9'))  or  (the 2310C-REF02 value must be 'INT000', 
'OTH000', 'PHS000', 'RES000', 'RET000', 'SLF000'  or  'VAD000')).

A308 Referring Provider UPIN invalid REF02

please make sure it contains only the values 
allowed. The allowed values are shown in the 
section to the right.

If 2310A-REF01 = '1G', ((the first character of the 2310A-REF02 value must be 'A' - ‘Z’ or  'a' - 'z') 
and (the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9') or (the 2310A-REF02 value must be 'INT000', 
'OTH000', 'PHS000', 'RES000', 'RET000', ‘SLF000’ or 'VAD000')).

A310 Claim DRG Outlier Amount invalid AMT02

The value entered for the Claim DRG Outlier 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'ZZ'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A311 Total Medicare Paid Amt invalid (COB) AMT02

The value entered for the Total Medicare Paid 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'N1'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A311 Total Medicare Paid Amount invalid AMT02

The value entered for the Medicare Paid at 100% or 
80% Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value 
is in a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'KF'/'PG'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A312 Total Medicare Paid Amount invalid AMT02

The value entered for the Coordination of Benefits 
(COB) Medicare Paid Amount at 100% or 80% is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA' and 2320-AMT01 = 'KF'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA' and 2320-AMT01 = 'PG'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A313 Medicare A Trust Fund Amount invalid (COB) AMT02

The value entered for the Coordination of Benefits 
(COB) Medicare A Trust Fund Paid Amount is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'AA'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.
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A314 Medicare B Trust Fund Amount invalid (COB) AMT02

The value entered for the Coordination of Benefits 
(COB) Medicare B Trust Fund Paid Amount is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'B1'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A315 Non-covered charge amount invalid (COB) AMT02

The value entered for the Coordination of Benefits 
(COB) Total Non-Covered Amount is invalid. Please 
make sure the value is in a numeric format as 
shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'A8'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.

A316 Claim Total Denied Charge Amount (COB) invalid AMT02

The value entered for the Coordination of Benefits 
(COB) Total Denied Amount is invalid. Please make 
sure the value is in a numeric format as shown in 
the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'YT'), the 2320-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.

A317 Covered Days Count is invalid MIA01

The value entered for the Covered Days or Visits 
Count is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA01 is present), the 2320-MIA01 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999.

A318 Lifetime Reserve Days Count invalid MIA02

The value entered for the Lifetime Reserve Days 
Count is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA02 is present), the 2320-MIA02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999.

A319 Lifetime Psychiatric Days Count invalid MIA03

The value entered for the Lifetime Psychiatric Days 
Count is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA03 is present), the 2320-MIA03 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999.

A320 Claim DRG Amount invalid MIA04

The value entered for the Claim DRG Amount is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA04 is present), the 2320-MIA04 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A321 Claim Disproportionate Share amt invalid MIA06

The value entered for the Claim Disproportionate 
Share Amount is invalid. Please make sure the 
value is in a numeric format as shown in the section 
to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA06 is present), the 2320-MIA06 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A322 Claim MSP Pass-through amt invalid MIA07

The value entered for the Claim MSP Pass-through 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA07 is present), the 2320-MIA07 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A323 Claim PPS Capital Amount invalid MIA08

The value entered for the Claim PPS Capital 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA08 is present), the 2320-MIA08 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A324 PPS-Capital FSP DRG Amt invalid MIA09

The value entered for the PPS-Capital FSP DRG 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA09 is present), the 2320-MIA09 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A325 PPS-Capital HSP DRG Amt invalid MIA10

The value entered for the PPS-Capital HSP DRG 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA10 is present), the 2320-MIA10 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A326 PPS-Capital DSH DRG Amt invalid MIA11

The value entered for the PPS-Capital DSH DRG 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA11 is present), the 2320-MIA11 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.
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A327 Old Capital Amount invalid MIA12

The value entered for the Old Capital Amount is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA12 is present), the 2320-MIA12 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A328 PPS-Capital IME Amount invalid MIA13

The value entered for the PPS-Capital IME Amount 
is invalid. Please make sure the value is in a 
numeric format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA13 is present), the 2320-MIA13 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A329 PPS-Operating Hospital DRG Amt invalid MIA14

The value entered for the PPS-Operating Hospital 
Specific DRG Amount is invalid. Please make sure 
the value is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA14 is present), the 2320-MIA14 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A330 Cost Report Day count invalid MIA15

The value entered for the Cost Report Day Count is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA15 is present), the 2320-MIA15 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 9999.

A331 PPS-Operating Federal DRG Amt invalid MIA16

The value entered for the PPS-Operating Federal 
Specific DRG Amount is invalid. Please make sure 
the value is in a numeric format as shown in the 
section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA16 is present), the 2320-MIA16 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A332 Claim PPS Capital outlier Amount invalid MIA17

The value entered for the Claim PPS Capital Outlier 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA17 is present), the 2320-MIA17 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A333 Claim Indirect Teaching Amount invalid MIA18

The value entered for the Claim Indirect Teaching 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA18 is present), the 2320-MIA18 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A334 Nonpayable Professional Component amt invalid MIA19

The value entered for the Nonpayable Professional 
Component Amount is invalid. Please make sure the
value is in a numeric format as shown in the section 
to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA19 is present), the 2320-MIA19 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A335 PPS-Capital Exception Amount invalid MIA24

The value entered for the PPS-Capital Exception 
Amount is invalid. Please make sure the value is in 
a numeric format as shown in the section to the 
right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2320-MIA24 is present), the 2320-MIA24 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A337 Value of '0001' not valid on electronic claims SV201
0001 is not a valid Service Line Revenue Code for 
electronical claims. If 2400-SV201 = '0001', reject.

A338 Revenue Code is invalid SV201 SVD04

The Service Line Revenue Code submitted on the 
claim is invalid. To check the code or to find out the 
correct code please contact the provider call center.

If 2400-SV201 does not ='0001', 2400-SV201 must contain a valid revenue code from Code 
Source 132.
OR
If 2430-SVD04 does not ='0001', 2430-SVD04 must contain a valid revenue code from Code 
Source 132. 

A339 Revenue codes 300 - 319 require units > zero SV204 SV205

When the Service Line Revenue Code is between 
the value 0300-0319 and a Procedure Code is 
present, then the Unit or Basis for Measurement 
Code must be equal to Unit, and the Service Unit 
Count must be greater than zero.

If ((2400-SV201 = '0300'  through  '0319')  and  2400-SV202-2 is present), 2400-SV204 must = 
'UN'  and  2400-SV205 must be greater than zero.  

A340 Service Line Days/Units is invalid SV205

The value entered for the Service Unit Count is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', the 2400-SV205 value must conform to a numeric format of 9999999.

A341 Service Line Rate Amount is missing SV206

When the Service Line Revenue Code is between 
the value 0100-0219, then the Service Line Rate is 
required. If (2400-SV201 = '0100' - '0219'), 2400-SV206 must be present.
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A342 Service Line Rate Amount is invalid SV206

The value entered for the Service Line Rate is 
invalid. Please make sure the value is in a numeric 
format as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-SV206 is present), the 2400-SV206 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A343 Service Line Non-Covered charge invalid SV207

The value entered for the Line Item Denied Charge 
or Non-Covered Charge Amount is invalid. Please 
make sure the value is in a numeric format as 
shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-SV207 is present), the 2400-SV207 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A344 Service Date can't = RD8, when statement = D8 DTP02

When Statement Dates are expressed in the format 
CCYYMMDD, then the Service Line Date must be 
expressed in that same format, it cannot be 
expressed as a range of dates (ie. CCYYMMDD-
CCYYMMDD).

If ((2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'D8')  and  2400-DPT01 = '472'), 2400-DTP02 can not 
= 'RD8'. 

A345 Service Dts are outside of Statement Dts range DTP03

The service dates submitted on the file were not 
within the statement date range ion the claim, 
please verify the dates are correct, and submitted in 
the correct format.

If (((2000B-SBR09 is present and 2000B-SBR09 does not = 'MA') and (2400-SV201 is present and 
(2400-SV201 does not = '0022', 0023' or '0024))) and (2400-DPT01 = '472' [service] and 2400-
DTP02 = 'D8') and (2300-DTP01 = '434' [statement] and 2300-DTP02 = 'RD8')), this 2400-DPT03 
[service date] value, when compared to the 2300-DTP03 [statement from date and statement 
through date] values can not be less than the statement from date 
or greater than the statement through date.
OR
If (((2000B-SBR09 is present and 2000B-SBR09 does not = 'MA') and (2400-SV201 is present and 
(2400-SV201 does not = '0022', '0023' or '0024'))) and (2400-DPT01 = '472' [service] and 2400-
DTP02 = 'RD8') and (2300-DTP01 = '434' [statement] and 2300-DTP02 = 'RD8')), the first portion 
of this 2400-DPT03 [service date] value, when compared to the 2300
-DTP03 [statement from date and statement through date] values, can not be less than the 
statement from date or greater than the statement through date.
OR
If (((2000B-SBR09 is present and 2000B-SBR09 does not = 'MA') and (2400-SV201 is
present and (2400-SV201 does not = '0022', '0023' or '0024'))) and (2400-DPT01 = '472' 
[service] and 2400-DTP02 = 'RD8') and (2300-DTP01 = '434' [statement] and 2300-DTP02 = 
'RD8')), the second portion of this 2400-DPT03 [service date] value, when compared to the 
2300-DTP03 [statement from date and statement through date] values, can not be less than
the statement from date or greater than the statement through date.

A346 Service Date must = statement date DTP03

The service dates submitted on the file were not 
within the statement date range ion the claim, 
please verify the dates are correct, and submitted in 
the correct format.

If (((2000B-SBR09 is present  and  2000B-SBR09 does not = 'MA')  and  (2400-SV201 is present  
and  (2400-SV201 does not = '0022', '0023'  or  '0024')))  and  (2400-DPT01 = '472' [service]  and  
2400-DTP02 = 'D8')  and  (2300-DTP01 = '434' [statement] and 2300-DTP02 = 'D8')), this 2400-
DPT03 [service date] value and the 2300-DTP03 [statement date] value must be equal.

A347 Statement date can’t be > service date DTP03

The service dates submitted on the file were not 
within the statement date range ion the claim, 
please verify the dates are correct, and submitted in 
the correct format.

If ((2400-DTP01 = 472'  and 2400-DTP02 = 'D8')  and  (2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 = 
'D8')), the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to this 2400-DTP03 [date] value, can not be a 
future date.
OR
If ((2400-DTP01 = 472'  and 2400-DTP02 = 'RD8')  and  (2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 = 
'D8')), the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the first portion of this 2400-DTP03 [date] 
value, can not be a future date.
OR
If ((2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'D8')  and  (2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 = 
'RD8')), the first portion of the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to this 2400-DTP03 [date] 
value, can not be a future date.
OR
If ((2400-DTP01 = '472'  and  2400-DTP02 = 'RD8')  and  (2300-DTP01 = '434'  and  2300-DTP02 =
'RD8')), the first portion of the 2300-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the first portion of this 
2400-DTP03 [date] value, can not be a future date.
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A348 Required Orthodontic data element not present DN103
The orthodontic information is missing from the 
claim.

If this 2300-DN1 segment is present, 2300-DN101  or  2300-DN102  or  2300-DN103 must be 
present.

A349 Service Tax Amount is invalid AMT02

The amount submitted for the Sevice Tax is invalid, 
please verify it is correct and entered in the format 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-AMT01 = 'GT'), the 2400-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A350 Facility Tax Amount is invalid AMT02

The amount submitted for the Facility Tax is invalid, 
please verify it is correct and entered in the format 
as shown in the section to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  2400-AMT01 = 'N8'), the 2400-AMT02 value must conform to a 
numeric format of 99999999.99.

A351 Submitter Contact # contains invalid values PER(06/08)

The contact phone number for the facility is invalid, 
please make sure it is enetered correctly and 
contains only '0' - '9' values.

If (1000A-PER03 = 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 1000A-PER04 contains only '0' - '9' character values.
OR
If (1000A-PER[05/07] = 'EX', 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 1000A-PER[06/08] contains only '0' - '9' 
character values.

A352 Credit Card Information can't be present REF01,AMT01, NM101

The claim was submitted with the credit card 
information, please remove this information as it is 
not needed on the claim.

If an occurrence of this 2010AA-REF segment with '06', '8U', 'EM', 'IJ', 'LU', 'RB', 'ST'  or  'TT' in 
2010AA-REF01 is present, reject.
OR
If an occurrence of this 2010BD-NM1 segment with 'AO' in 2010BD-NM101 is present, reject.
OR
If an occurrence of this 2010BD-REF segment with ('AB'  or  'BB' in 2010BD-REF01) is present, 
reject.
OR
If an occurrence of this 2300-AMT segment with 'MA' in 2300-AMT01 is present, reject the claim.

A352 Credit Card Information can't be present REF01,AMT01, NM101

The claim was submitted with the credit card 
information, please remove this information as it is 
not needed on the claim.

If an occurrence of this 2010AA-REF segment with '06', '8U', 'EM', 'IJ', 'LU', 'RB', 'ST'  or  'TT' in 
2010AA-REF01 is present, reject.
OR
If an occurrence of this 2010BB-NM1 segment with 'AO' in 2010BB-NM101 is present, reject.
OR
If an occurrence of this 2010BB-REF segment with ('AB'  or  'BB' in 2010BB-REF01) is present, 
reject.
OR
If an occurrence of this 2300-AMT segment with 'MA' in 2300-AMT01 is present, reject the claim.

A353 Billing Provider Contact # contain invalid values PER(06/08)

The contact phone number for the facility is invalid, 
please make sure it is enetered correctly and 
contains only '0' - '9' values.

If (2010AA-PER03 = 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 2010AA-PER04 contains only '0' - '9' character 
values.
OR
If (2010AA-PER[05/07] = 'EX', 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 2010AA-PER[06/08] contains only '0' - '9' 
character values.

A354 Group Number can not = Subscriber ID NM109
The subscriber primary identifier can not equal the 
policy or group number. If (the 2010BA-NM109 value = the 2000B-SBR03 value), reject.

A355 Claim indicates accident -accident date missing DTP01
The claim is stating an accident occurred, but the 
accident date was not on the claim.

If ((2300-CLM11-1 = 'AA', 'AP'  or  'OA')  or  (2300-CLM11-2 = 'AA', 'AP'  or  'OA')  or  (2300-
CLM11-3 = 'AA', 'AP'  or  'OA')), an occurrence of this 2300-DTP segment with the value of '439' in 
2300-DTP01 must be present.

A356 Accident Dt present - Accident indicator missing CLM11-3 The accident indicator is missing on the claim.

If 2300-DTP01 = '439', an occurrence of ((2300-CLM11-1 = 'AA', 'AP', 'EM'  or  'OA')  or  (2300-
CLM11-2 = 'AA', 'AP', 'EM'  or  'OA')  or  (2300-CLM11-3 = 'AA', 'AP', 'EM'  or  'OA')) must be 
present.

A357 Pregnancy Indicated - Last Menstrual Date missing DTP01
The claim indicates the patient is pregnant, but the 
date of the Lat Menstrual Period is missing.

If (2000B-PAT09 = 'Y'  or  2000C-PAT09 = 'Y'), an occurrence of this 2300-DTP segment with the 
value of '484' in 2300-DTP01 must be present.

A358 First Referring Provider Qualifier must = DN NM101
When there is only one referral, a qualifier of 'DN' 
must be used on the first iteration of this loop. The 1st or only iteration of this 2310A-NM1 segment must have the value of 'DN' in 2310A-NM101.

A359 Second Referring Provider Qualifier must = P3 NM101

When more than one referral exists and there is a 
requirement to report the additional referral, a 
qualifer of P3 must be used on the second iteration 
of this loop.

If a second iteration of this 2310A-NM1 segment is present, the value of 'P3' must be present in 
2310A-NM101.
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A360 Adjustment Reason Code is invalid CAS02,05,08,11,14,17

The adjsutment reason code submiited in the claim 
is invalid. Please verify the code is entered correctly 
and is on the code source 139 list.

If 2320-CAS[02/05/08/11/14/17] is present, 2320-CAS[02/05/08/11/14/17] must contain a valid 
Adjustment Reason code from Code Source 139.
OR
If 2430-CAS[02/05/08/11/14/17] is present, 2430-CAS[02/05/08/11/14/17] must contain a valid 
Adjustment Reason code from Code Source 139.

A361 Remittance Remark Code is invalid MOA03,04,05,06,07

The remittance remark code submitted on the claim 
is invalid, please verify the code is entered correctly 
and is on the code source 411 list.

If 2320-MIA[05/20/21/22/23] is present, 2320-MIA[05/20/21/22/23] must contain a valid Remittance 
Remark code from Code Source 411.
OR
If 2320-MOA[03/04/05/06/07] is present, 2320-MOA[03/04/05/06/07] must contain a valid 
Remittance Remark code from Code Source 411.

A362 National Plan ID is invalid NM109

The National Plan ID submitted on the claim is 
invalid, please verify the code is entered correctly 
and is on the code source 540 list.

If 2010BC/2330B-NM108 = 'XV', 2010BC/2330B-NM109 must contain a valid HCFA National Plan 
ID code from Code Source 540.

A363 Other Payer Contact # contains invalid values PER(06/08)

The contact phone number for the facility is invalid, 
please make sure it is enetered correctly and 
contains only '0' - '9' values.

If (2330B-PER03 = 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 2330B-PER04 contains only '0' - '9' character values.
OR
If (2330B-PER05/07 = 'EX', 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 2330B-PER06/08 contains only '0' - '9' 
character values.

A364 HIEC code is invalid HCP10

The HIEC code submiited in the claim is invalid. 
Please verify the code is entered correctly and is on 
the code source 513 list. If 2400-HCP09 = 'IV', 2400-HCP10 must contain a valid HIEC Code from Code Source 513. 

A365 NDC code is invalid LIN03

The NDC code submiited in the claim is invalid. 
Please verify the code is entered correctly and is on 
the code source 240 list.

If 2410-LIN02 = 'N4', the 2410-LIN03 value must contain a valid NDC 5-4-2 (11 character) Format 
Code from Code Source 240, "Code Source 240", else reject.

A366 Place of Service Code is invalid SV105

The Place of Service code submiited in the claim is 
invalid. Please verify the code is entered correctly 
and is on the code source 237 list.

If 2400-SV105 is present, 2400-SV105 must contain a valid Place of Service code from Code 
Source 237.

A367 Ordering Provider Contact # contain invalid values PER(06/08)

The contact phone number for the facility is invalid, 
please make sure it is enetered correctly and 
contains only '0' - '9' values.

If (2420E-PER03 = 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 2420E-PER04 contains only '0' - '9' character values.
OR
If (2420E-PER05/07 = 'EX', 'FX'  or  'TE'), verify that 2420E-PER06/08 contains only '0' - '9' 
character values.

A369 Tooth Number is invalid. TOO02

The tooth number submitted on the claim is invalid, 
please verify the number is correct and valid on the 
Code Source 135 list.

If 2300-DN201 is present, 2300-DN201must contain a valid National Standard Tooth Numbering 
System Tooth Number from Code Source 135 (Tooth Number Value List).
OR
If 2400-TOO02 is present, 2400-TOO02 must contain a valid National Standard Tooth Numbering 
System Tooth Number from Code Source 135 (Tooth Number Value List).

A370 Invalid Service Authorization Exception Code REF02

The Service Authorization Exception Code 
submitted on the claim is invalid, please verify the 
code is correct and is valid. The valid codes are 
shown in the section to the right. If 2300-REF01 = '4N', the valid values for 2300-REF02 = '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6'  or  '7'.

A371 HCPCS Surgical procedure code is invalid CR611

The Surgical Procedure Code submitted on the 
claim is invalid. To check the code or to find out the 
correct code please contact the provider call center.

If 2300-CR610 = 'HC', 2300-CR611 must contain a HCPCS surgical procedure code from Code 
Source 130.

A372 ICD-9 Surgical procedure code is invalid CR611

The Surgical Procedure Code submitted on the 
claim is invalid. To check the code or to find out the 
correct code please contact the provider call center.

If 2300-CR610 = 'ID', 2300-CR611 must contain an ICD-9-CM surgical procedure code from Code 
Source 131.

A373 Service Facility Location info missing NM1

If the Place of Service code equals '21', '22', '31', 
or'35' the facility information where the services 
were rendered must be present.

If (2300-CLM05-1 = '21', '22', '31'  or  '35'), one (1) occurrence of this 2310C-NM1 segment must 
be present.

A374 Invalid Claim Adjustment Indicator value REF02

The claim adjustment indicator submitted on the 
claim is invalid, please verify the indicator is equal to 
'Y' only. If 2330B-REF01 = 'T4', 2330B-REF02 must = 'Y'.
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A375 Procedure Count must be > 0. SV306
If the procedure count is present on the claim it must
be greater than zero. If 2400-SV306 is present, must be greater than '0'.

A376 Diagnosis Related Group Code is invalid HI01-2

The Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) Code 
submitted on the claim is invalid. To check the code 
or to find out the correct code please contact the 
provider call center.

If (2300-HI01-1 = 'DR'  and  2300-HI01-2 is present), 2300-HI01-2 must contain a diagnosis related 
group code from Code Source 229.

A377 Prior Placement Date missing DTP01
The Prior Placement date is missing on the file, 
please verify the date is enetered.

If 2400-SV305 = 'R', 1 (one) occurrence of this 2400-DTP segment with the value of '441' in 2400-
DTP01 must be present.

A378 Replacement Date can not be future date DTP03

The Replacement date can not be a future date 
when compared to the date the claim was 
submitted.

If 2400-DTP01 = '446', the 2400-DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the BHT04 [date] value, 
can not be a future date.

A379 Other Subscriber City/State/Zip code missing N4

The Other Subscriber City/State/Zip code is missing 
on the claim, please verify this information is 
entered. If 2330A-N301 is present, 1 (one) occurrence of this 2330A-N4 segment must be present.

A380 Other Payer City/State/Zip code missing N4
The Other Payer City/State/Zip code is missing on 
the claim, please verify this information is entered. If 2330B-N301 is present, 1 (one) occurrence of this 2330B-N4 segment must be present.

A381 Medicare Code value is n/a for Dental REF01

If Medicare B is listed as the secondary insurance 
you may not use the '1C' qualifier in any REF 
segment with the facility information for the primary 
insurnace.

If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', reject.
OR
If [2010AA/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A]-REF01 = '1C', reject.

A382 HIPPS SNF Rate Code is invalid SV202-2 SVD03-2

The Procedure Code submitted on the claim is 
invalid. To check the code or to find out the correct 
code please contact the provider call center.

If 2400-SV202-1 = 'ZZ', 2400-SV202-2 must contain a valid HIPPS SNF Rate Code from the Code 
Source listed in the gray box. 
OR
If 2430-SVD03-1 = 'ZZ', 2430-SVD03-2 must contain a valid HIPPS SNF Rate Code from the Code 
Source listed in the gray box. 

A383 Payer ID not = to Payer ID's thru out this claim NM109
Please verify the Payer ID submitted on the claim is 
consistent throughout the claim.

If 2430-SVD01 is present, the 2430-SVD01 value must = the payer identifier in (2010BC-NM109  or
2330-NM109).

A384 Medicare Provider Number missing REF01

Please make sure the Medicare number is 
submitted for your facility information with a '1C' 
qualifier.

Until October 1, 2006, If ((2010AA-NM108 = '24'  or  '34')  and  2010AA-NM101 = '85'  and  2000B-
SBR09 = 'MB'), one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF segment must contain the value of  '1C'  in 
2010AA-REF01.

A385 Subscriber LOB not = Billing Provider LOB REF01

Please verify the line of business is the same for the 
Billing Provider and the Subscriber submitted on the 
claim.

Until October 1, 2006, If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF segment 
must contain the value of  '1C'  in 2010AA-REF01.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MC', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF segment must contain the value of 
'1D'  in 2010AA-REF01.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'CH', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF segment must contain the value of 
'1H'  in 2010AA-REF01.

A385 Subscriber LOB not = Billing Provider LOB REF01

Please verify the line of business is the same for the 
Billing Provider and the Subscriber submitted on the 
claim.

Until October 1, 2006, If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF segment 
must contain the value of  '1C'  in 2010AA-REF01.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MC', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF segment must contain the value of 
'1D'  in 2010AA-REF01.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'CH', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-REF segment must contain the value of 
'1H'  in 2010AA-REF01.

A386 Entity Type Code must = 1 w/ claim filing ind NM102

The entity type code must equal '1' indicating the 
subscriber is listed on the claim as a person not a 
place. If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '2'), reject.

A386 Entity Type Code must = 1 w/ claim filing ind NM102

The entity type code must equal '1' indicating the 
subscriber is listed on the claim as a person not a 
place. If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  [2010BA/2310A/2420A]-NM102 = '2'), reject.

A387 Clearinghouse Trace Number > 20 digits REF02

The clearinghouse trace number can only include up
to twenty numbers, please verify the trcae number is 
valid and entered correctly.

If 2300-REF01 = 'D9', the 2300-REF02 value is limited to a length of 20 non-blank Alphanumeric 
(as defined by ASC X12) characters, i.e., if positions 21- 30 contain any non-blank Alphanumeric 
(as defined by ASC X12) character, reject.
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A388 Referring Provider Secondary ID missing REF01

If the referring provider is listed on the claim you 
must also include a REF segment conatining their 
UPIN, or Medicare provider number.

If (2310A-NM108 is not present  and  2310A-NM109 is not present), one (1) occurrence of this 
2310A-REF segment must be present.

A389 Primary Payer info missing SBR01

If the claim contains secondary payer information 
you must also have the primary payer information 
submitted on the claim.

If (2000B-SBR01 = 'S'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'), one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment 
with 2320-SBR01 = 'P' must be present.
OR
If (2000B-SBR01 = 'S'  and  (2000B-SBR09 is present  and  2000B-SBR09 does not = 'MB')), one 
(1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 'P' must be present.

A389 Primary Payer info missing SBR01

If the claim contains secondary payer information 
you must also have the primary payer information 
submitted on the claim.

If (2000B-SBR01 = 'S'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment 
with 2320-SBR01 = 'P' must be present.
OR
If (2000B-SBR01 = 'S'  and  (2000B-SBR09 is present  and  2000B-SBR09 does not = 'MA')), one 
(1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 'P' must be present.

A390 Primary or Secondary Payer info missing SBR01

If the claim contains tertiary payer information you 
must also have the primary and secondary payer 
information submitted on the claim.

If (2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'), ((one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment 
with 2320-SBR01 = 'P')  and  (one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 
'S') must be present).
OR
If (2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  and  (2000B-SBR09 is present  and  2000B-SBR09 does not = 'MB')), ((one 
(1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 'P')  and  (one (1) occurrence of the 
2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 'S') must be present).

A390 Primary or Secondary Payer info missing SBR01

If the claim contains tertiary payer information you 
must also have the primary and secondary payer 
information submitted on the claim.

If (2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), ((one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment 
with 2320-SBR01 = 'P')  and  (one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 
'S') must be present).
OR
If (2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  and  (2000B-SBR09 is present  and  2000B-SBR09  does not = 'MA')), 
((one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 'P')  and  (one (1) occurrence 
of the 2320-SBR segment with 2320-SBR01 = 'S') must be present).

A391 Certification Revision Date missing DTP01

The Certification Revision Date is missing on the 
claim, please verify the date is submitted in the 
correct location.

If (2400-CR301 = 'R'  or  'S'), one (1) occurrence of this 2400-DTP segment with '607' in 2400-
DTP01 must be present.

A392 Other Payer Claim Adjudication Date missing DTP01

If the claim contains secondary payer information 
you must include the date the primary insurance 
paid on the claim.

If (any occurrence of the 2320-CAS segment is present  and  an occurrence of this 2430-SVD 
segment is not present), one (1) occurrence of the 2330B-DTP segment with '573' in 2330B-DTP01
must be present.

A393 Admission Type Code required for this TOB CL101

When sending the Facility Type Codes shown to the 
right, you must also include the Admission Type 
Code.

If (2300-CLM05-1 = '11', '12', '18', '21', '22', '41', '51', or '52') [Inpatient Type of Bill], 2300-CL101 
must be present.

A394 Patient Status Code required for this TOB CL103
When sending the Facility Type Codes shown to the 
right, you must also include the Patient Status Code.

If (2300-CLM05-1 = '11', '12', '18', '21', '22', '41', '51', or '52') [Inpatient Type of Bill], 2300-CL103 
must be present.

A395 Admitting Diagnosis required for this TOB HI02-1
For an inpatient type of bill the admitting diagnosis 
code is required.

If (2300-HI01-1 = 'BK'  and  (2300-CLM05-1 = '11', '12', '18', '21', '22', '41', '51', or '52')), [Inpatient 
Type of Bill] this 2300-HI02 composite data element with 'BJ' in 2300-HI02-1 must be present.

A396 Service Facility information missing REF01

The facility where the services were rendered is 
missing the REF segment which should contain the 
provider number for the facility.

Until October 1, 2006, If (2310E-NM101 = 'FA'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), one (1) occurrence of 
this 2310E-REF segment with '1C' in 2310E-REF01 must be present.

A397 Patient Signature Source Code missing CLM10

When the Release of Information Code does not 
equal "N", the Patient Signature Source Code is 
required. If 2300-CLM09 does not = 'N', 2300-CLM10 must be present.

A398 Ambulance Admission, Admission Date missing DTP01 The claim requires an Ambulance admssion date.

If (2300-CRC01 = '07'  and  2300-CRC02 = 'Y'  and  2300-CRC03/04/05/06/07 = '01), an 
occurrence of the 2300-DTP segment with '435' in 2300-DTP01 must be present.
OR
If (2400-CRC01 = '07'  and  2400-CRC02 = 'Y'  and  2400-CRC03/04/05/06/07 = '01), an 
occurrence of the 2300-DTP segment with '435' in 2300-DTP01 must be present.

A399 A 4th Diagnosis submitted w/o a 3rd Diagnosis HI03 The 3rd Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI04 composite is present, the 2300-HI03 composite must be present.
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A400 A 5th Diagnosis submitted w/o a 4th Diagnosis HI04 The 4th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI05 composite is present, the 2300-HI04 composite must be present.
A401 A 6th Diagnosis submitted w/o a 5th Diagnosis HI05 The 5th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI06 composite is present, the 2300-HI05 composite must be present.
A402 A 7th Diagnosis submitted w/o a 6th Diagnosis HI06 The 6th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI07 composite is present, the 2300-HI06 composite must be present.
A403 An 8th Diagnosis submitted w/o a 7th Diagnosis HI07 The 7th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI08 composite is present, the 2300-HI07 composite must be present.
A404 A 9th Diagnosis submitted w/o an 8th Diagnosis HI08 The 8th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI09 composite is present, the 2300-HI08 composite must be present.
A405 A 10th Diagnosis submitted w/o a 9th Diagnosis HI09 The 9th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI10 composite is present, the 2300-HI09 composite must be present.
A406 An 11th Diagnosis submitted w/o a 10th Diagnosis HI10 The 10th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI11 composite is present, the 2300-HI10 composite must be present.
A407 A 12th Diagnosis submitted w/o an 11th Diagnosis HI11 The 11th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI12 composite is present, the 2300-HI11 composite must be present.
A408 A 3rd Procedure submitted w/o a 2nd Procedure HI02 The 2nd Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI03 composite is present, the 2300-HI02 composite must be present.
A409 A 4th Procedure submitted w/o a 3rd Procedure HI03 The 3rd Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI04 composite is present, the 2300-HI03 composite must be present.
A410 A 5th Procedure submitted w/o a 4th Procedure HI04 The 4th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI05 composite is present, the 2300-HI04 composite must be present.
A411 A 6th Procedure submitted w/o a 5th Procedure HI05 The 5th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI06 composite is present, the 2300-HI05 composite must be present.
A412 A 7th Procedure submitted w/o a 6th Procedure HI06 The 6th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI07 composite is present, the 2300-HI06 composite must be present.
A413 An 8th Procedure submitted w/o a 7th Procedure HI07 The 7th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI08 composite is present, the 2300-HI07 composite must be present.
A414 A 9th Procedure submitted w/o an 8th Procedure HI08 The 8th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI09 composite is present, the 2300-HI08 composite must be present.
A415 A 10th Procedure submitted w/o a 9th Procedure HI09 The 9th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI10 composite is present, the 2300-HI09 composite must be present.
A416 An 11th Procedure submitted w/o a 10th Procedure HI10 The 10th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI11 composite is present, the 2300-HI10 composite must be present.
A417 A 12th Procedure submitted w/o an 11th Procedure HI11 The 11th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI12 composite is present, the 2300-HI11 composite must be present.
A418 A 3rd Span Info submitted w/o a 2nd Span Info HI02 The 2nd Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI03 composite is present, the 2300-HI02 composite must be present.
A419 A 4th Span Info submitted w/o a 3rd Span Info HI03 The 3rd Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI04 composite is present, the 2300-HI03 composite must be present.
A420 A 5th Span Info submitted w/o a 4th Span Info HI04 The 4th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI05 composite is present, the 2300-HI04 composite must be present.
A421 A 6th Span Info submitted w/o a 5th Span Info HI05 The 5th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI06 composite is present, the 2300-HI05 composite must be present.
A422 A 7th Span Info submitted w/o a 6th Span Info HI06 The 6th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI07 composite is present, the 2300-HI06 composite must be present.
A423 An 8th Span Info submitted w/o a 7th Span Info HI07 The 7th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI08 composite is present, the 2300-HI07 composite must be present.
A424 A 9th Span Info submitted w/o an 8th Span Info HI08 The 8th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI09 composite is present, the 2300-HI08 composite must be present.
A425 A 10th Span Info submitted w/o a 9th Span Info HI09 The 9th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI10 composite is present, the 2300-HI09 composite must be present.
A426 An 11th Span Info submitted w/o a 10th Span Info HI10 The 10th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI11 composite is present, the 2300-HI10 composite must be present.
A427 A 12th Span Info submitted w/o an 11th Span Info HI11 The 11th Diagnosis is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI12 composite is present, the 2300-HI11 composite must be present.
A428 A 3rd Occur Info submitted w/o a 2nd Occur Info HI02 The 2nd Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI03 composite is present, the 2300-HI02 composite must be present.
A429 A 4th Occur Info submitted w/o a 3rd Occur Info HI03 The 3rd Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI04 composite is present, the 2300-HI03 composite must be present.
A430 A 5th Occur Info submitted w/o a 4th Occur Info HI04 The 4th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI05 composite is present, the 2300-HI04 composite must be present.
A431 A 6th Occur Info submitted w/o a 5th Occur Info HI05 The 5th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI06 composite is present, the 2300-HI05 composite must be present.
A432 A 7th Occur Info submitted w/o a 6th Occur Info HI06 The 6th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI07 composite is present, the 2300-HI06 composite must be present.
A433 An 8th Occur Info submitted w/o a 7th Occur Info HI07 The 7th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI08 composite is present, the 2300-HI07 composite must be present.
A434 A 9th Occur Info submitted w/o an 8th Occur Info HI08 The 8th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI09 composite is present, the 2300-HI08 composite must be present.
A435 A 10th Occur Info submitted w/o a 9th Occur Info HI09 The 9th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI10 composite is present, the 2300-HI09 composite must be present.
A436 An 11th Occur Info submitted w/o a 10th Occur Info HI10 The 10th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI11 composite is present, the 2300-HI10 composite must be present.
A437 A 12th Occur Info submitted w/o an 11th Occur Info HI11 The 11th Procedure is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI12 composite is present, the 2300-HI11 composite must be present.
A438 A 3rd Value Info submitted w/o a 2nd Value Info HI02 The 2nd Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI03 composite is present, the 2300-HI02 composite must be present.
A439 A 4th Value Info submitted w/o a 3rd Value Info HI03 The 3rd Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI04 composite is present, the 2300-HI03 composite must be present.
A440 A 5th Value Info submitted w/o a 4th Value Info HI04 The 4th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI05 composite is present, the 2300-HI04 composite must be present.
A441 A 6th Value Info submitted w/o a 5th Value Info HI05 The 5th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI06 composite is present, the 2300-HI05 composite must be present.
A442 A 7th Value Info submitted w/o a 6th Value Info HI06 The 6th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI07 composite is present, the 2300-HI06 composite must be present.
A443 An 8th Value Info submitted w/o a 7th Value Info HI07 The 7th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI08 composite is present, the 2300-HI07 composite must be present.
A444 A 9th Value Info submitted w/o an 8th Value Info HI08 The 8th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI09 composite is present, the 2300-HI08 composite must be present.
A445 A 10th Value Info submitted w/o a 9th Value Info HI09 The 9th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI10 composite is present, the 2300-HI09 composite must be present.
A446 An 11th Value Info submitted w/o a 10th Value Info HI10 The 10th Span is missing from the file. If the 2300-HI11 composite is present, the 2300-HI10 composite must be present.

A447 A 12th Value Info submitted w/o an 11th Value Info HI11
A 12th Value code  was submitted w/o an 11th 
Value code If the 2300-HI12 composite is present, the 2300-HI11 composite must be present.

A448 A 3rd Cond Info submitted w/o a 2nd Cond Info HI02
A 3rd Condition code was submitted w/o a 2nd 
Condition code If the 2300-HI03 composite is present, the 2300-HI02 composite must be present.
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A449 A 4th Cond Info submitted w/o a 3rd Cond Info HI03
A 4th Condition code was submitted w/o a 3rd 
Condition code If the 2300-HI04 composite is present, the 2300-HI03 composite must be present.

A450 A 5th Cond Info submitted w/o a 4th Cond Info HI04
A 5th Condition code was submitted w/o a 4th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI05 composite is present, the 2300-HI04 composite must be present.

A451 A 6th Cond Info submitted w/o a 5th Cond Info HI05
A 6th Condition code  was submitted w/o a 5th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI06 composite is present, the 2300-HI05 composite must be present.

A452 A 7th Cond Info submitted w/o a 6th Cond Info HI06
A 7th Condition code  was submitted w/o a 6th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI07 composite is present, the 2300-HI06 composite must be present.

A453 An 8th Cond Info submitted w/o a 7th Cond Info HI07
An 8th Condition code  was submitted w/o a 7th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI08 composite is present, the 2300-HI07 composite must be present.

A454 A 9th Cond Info submitted w/o an 8th Cond Info HI08
A 9th Condition code  was submitted w/o an 8th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI09 composite is present, the 2300-HI08 composite must be present.

A455 A 10th Cond Info submitted w/o a 9th Cond Info HI09
A 10th Condition code  was submitted w/o a 9th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI10 composite is present, the 2300-HI09 composite must be present.

A456 An 11th Cond Info submitted w/o a 10th Cond Info HI10
An 11th Condition code  was submitted w/o a 10th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI11 composite is present, the 2300-HI10 composite must be present.

A457 A 12th Cond Info submitted w/o an 11th Cond Info HI11
A 12th Condition code  was submitted w/o an 11th 
Condition code If the 2300-HI12 composite is present, the 2300-HI11 composite must be present.

A458 A 3rd Treat Code submitted w/o a 2nd Treat Code HI02
A 3rd Condition code was submitted w/o a 2nd 
Condition code If the 2300-HI03 composite is present, the 2300-HI02 composite must be present.

A459 A 4th Treat Code submitted w/o a 3rd Treat Code HI03
A 4th Treatment code was submitted w/o a 3rd 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI04 composite is present, the 2300-HI03 composite must be present.

A460 A 5th Treat Code submitted w/o a 4th Treat Code HI04
A 5th Treatment code was submitted w/o a 4th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI05 composite is present, the 2300-HI04 composite must be present.

A461 A 6th Treat Code submitted w/o a 5th Treat Code HI05
A 6th Treatment code  was submitted w/o a 5th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI06 composite is present, the 2300-HI05 composite must be present.

A462 A 7th Treat Code submitted w/o a 6th Treat Code HI06
A 7th Treatment code  was submitted w/o a 6th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI07 composite is present, the 2300-HI06 composite must be present.

A463 An 8th Treat Code submitted w/o a 7th Treat Code HI07
An 8th Treatment code  was submitted w/o a 7th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI08 composite is present, the 2300-HI07 composite must be present.

A464 A 9th Treat Code submitted w/o an 8th Treat Code HI08
A 9th Treatment code  was submitted w/o an 8th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI09 composite is present, the 2300-HI08 composite must be present.

A465 A 10th Treat Code submitted w/o a 9th Treat Code HI09
A 10th Treatment code  was submitted w/o a 9th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI10 composite is present, the 2300-HI09 composite must be present.

A466 An 11th Treat Code submitted w/o a 10th Treat Code HI10
An 11th Treatment code  was submitted w/o a 10th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI11 composite is present, the 2300-HI10 composite must be present.

A467 A 12th Treat Code submitted w/o an 11th Treat Code HI11
A 12th Treatment code  was submitted w/o an 11th 
Treatment code If the 2300-HI12 composite is present, the 2300-HI11 composite must be present.

A468 Claim Filing Indicator Code must be present SBR09

Claim Filing Indicator is missing from the Primary 
Payer.  Could also be missing from the Secondary 
Payer if one is present on the claim

If (2010BC-NM101 ='PR'  and  2010BC-NM108 = 'PI'), 2000B-SBR09 must be present.
OR
If the 2320-SBR segment is present, 2320-SBR09 must be present, else reject.

A469 Rendering Prov UPIN invalid REF02
Rendering provider UPIN has an invalid UPIN 
format.  Must start with an Alpha and then 5 digits

If 2310B-REF01 = '1G', (((the first character of the 2310B-REF02 value must be 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z')  
and  (the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9'))  or  ((the 2310B-REF02 value must be 'INT000', 
'OTH000', 'PHS000', 'RES000', 'RET000', 'SLF000'  or  'VAD000')).

A470 Purchase Service Prov UPIN invalid REF02

Purchase service provider UPIN has an invalid 
UPIN format.  Must start with an Alpha and then 5 
digits

If 2310C/2420B-REF01 = '1G', (((the first character of the 2310C/2420B-REF02 value must be 'A' - 
'Z'  or  'a' - 'z')  and  (the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9'))  or  (the 2310C/2420B-REF02 value 
must be 'INT000', 'OTH000', 'PHS000', 'RES000', 'RET000', 'SLF000'  or  'VAD000')).

A471 Service Facility UPIN invalid REF02
Service Facility UPIN has an invalid UPIN format.  
Must start with an Alpha and then 5 digits

If 2310D-REF01 = '1G', (((the first character of the 2310D-REF02 value must be 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z') 
and  (the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9'))  or  (the 2310D-REF02 value must be 'INT000', 
'OTH000', 'PHS000', 'RES000', 'RET000', 'SLF000'  or  'VAD000')).

A472 Supervising Provider UPIN invalid REF02
Supervising provider UPIN has an invalid UPIN 
format.  Must start with an Alpha and then 5 digits

If 2310E-REF01 = '1G', (((the first character of the 2310E-REF02 value must be 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z')  
and  (the next 5 characters must be '0' - '9'))  or  (the 2310E-REF02 value must be 'INT000', 
'OTH000', 'PHS000', 'RES000', 'RET000', 'SLF000'  or  'VAD000')).

A474 Service Line number is > 449 LX01
The service line number can not exceed 449 for 
institutional claims. If 2000B-SBR09 =  'MA', the value of 2400-LX01 can not exceed '449'.
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A475 Referral Date required REF01
If a referral number is present, the referral date is 
required.

If 2300-REF01 = '9F', an occurrence of the 2300-DTP segment with the value of '330' in 2300-
DTP01 must be present.
OR
If 2400-REF01 = '9F', an occurrence of the 2300-DTP segment with the value of '330' in 2300-
DTP01 must be present.

A477 Entity Type must = 1 if middle name present NM102
Entity Type was selected as Facility but there is a 
Middle Name Present. If 2310C-NM105 is present, 2310C-NM102 must = '1'.

A477 Entity Type must = 1 if middle name present NM102
Entity Type was selected as Facility but there is a 
Middle Name Present.

If [1000A/2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2310A/2310B/2310D/2330A/2420A/2420C]-NM105 is present, 
[1000A/2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2310A/2310B/2310D/2330A/2420A/2420C]-NM102 must = '1'.

A478 Entity Type must = 1 if name suffix present NM102
Entity Type was selected as Facility but there is a 
Name Suffix Present.

If [2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2310A/2310B/2310D/2330A/2420A/2420C]-NM107 is present, 
[2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2310A/2310B/2310D/2330A/2420A/2420C]-NM102 must = '1'.

A479 Service Date is NA on Predetermination DTP01
Service Date cannot be present on a 
Predetermination

If 2300-CLM19 = 'PB', an occurrence of this 2300-DTP segment with a 2300-DTP01 value of '472' 
can not be present.
OR
If 2300-CLM19 = 'PB', an occurrence of this 2400-DTP segment with a 2400-DTP01 value of '472' 
can not be present.

A480 Student Status Required - patient is age 19+ PAT04

If the patient is 19 years of age or older you must 
indicate wheather they are a student at the time of 
the visit.

If (2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  (2300-DTP01 = '472'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'D8')  and  (the 2300-
DTP03 [date] value, when compared to the 2010CA-DMG02 [DOB] value, is 19 years or greater)), 
2000C-PAT04 must be present.
OR
If (2000B-SBR02 = '    '  and  (2300-DTP01 = '472'  and  2300-DTP02 = 'RD8')  and  (the first 
portion of the 2300-DTP03 [date + date] value, when compared to the 2010CA-DMG02 [DOB] 
value, is 19 years or greater)), 2000C-PAT04 must be present.

A481 ICN/DCN Required when CLM05-3 = 6, 7 or 8 REF01
If the claim submitted is a corrected, replacement, or
void claim the ICN/DCN must be present.

If (2300-CLM05-3 = '6', '7'  or '8'), one occurrence of this 2300-REF segment with the value of 'F8' 
in 2300-REF01 must be present.

A482 ICN/DCN present and CLM05-3 does not = 6, 7 or 8 REF01
If the claim submitted is a corrected, replacement, or
void claim the ICN/DCN must be present. If 2300-REF01 = 'F8', 2300-CLM05-3 must  = '6', '7'  or '8'.

A483 Admission Date present and POS 21 is not CLM05
make sure the Place of Service code is '21' which 
would be for an inpatient hospital

If 2300-DTP01 = '435', the ((2300-CLM05-1 [POS code] value must be '21')  or  (the 2400-SV303 
[POS code] value in any service line [2400-SV3 segment] of the claim must be '21')).

A484 Qualifier Code can occur only five times DTP01, REF01

When entering dates or reference numbers for the 
provider or facility you may only use a qualifier code 
five times.

Each DTP01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 5 (five) times.
OR
Each REF01 Qualifier Code Value can occur only 5 (five) times.

A485 Qualifier Code can occur only twenty times NTE01

When entering notes on a claim for additional 
information the qualifier code can only occur twenty 
times.

Each NTE01 Reference Code Value can occur only 20 (twenty) times.
OR
Each NTE01 Reference Code Value can occur only 20 (twenty) times.

A486 Subscriber ID Number is required NM109
Patient Relationship to Insured is Self, so the 
Patient HIC number must be submitted If 2000B-SBR02 = '18', 2010BA-NM109 must be present.

A487 Purchased Service First Name is missing NM104 Purchase Service First Name is missing If 2310C-NM102 = '1', 2310C-NM104 must be present.

A488 HCPCS Code values are not the same SV101-2, SV501-2
The DME Procedure Code is not the same as the 
Service Line Procedure code If 2400-SV501-1 = HC, the 2400-SV501-2 value must = the 2400-SV101-2 value.

A500 May not be used for Pre-Determination REF01

If the claim submission reason code is 'PB' on the 
claim the refferal number can not be submitted on 
the claim.

If 2300-CLM19 = 'PB'  and  this [2300/2330B/2400/2420]-REF segment with '9F'  or  'G1' in 
[2300/2330B/2400/2420]-REF01 is present, reject.

A501 Rendering & Asst Surgeon info both present NM101

The claim contains both the rendering and assisting 
surgeons information, please only submit one on the 
claim.

If ((an occurrence of this 2310B-NM1 segment with '82' in 2310B-NM101 is present)  and  (an 
occurrence of the 2310D-NM1 segment with 'DD' in 2310D-NM101 is present)), reject.
OR
If ((an occurrence of the 2420A-NM1 segment with '82' in 2420-NM101 is present)  and  (an 
occurrence of this 2420C-NM1 segment with 'DD' in 2420C-NM101 is present)), reject.
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A502 Asst Surgeon Last Name is invalid NM103

The last name of the assisting surgeon is invalid, 
please verify the name is correct and contains only 
the values shown in the section to the right.

If (2310D/2420C-NM101 = 'DD'  and  2310D/2420C-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2310D/2420C-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space character values)  and  (the 1st position 
contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or   'a' - 'z' character value)).
OR
If (2310D/2420C-NM101 = 'DD'  and  2310D/2420C-NM102 = '2'), verify that 2310D/2420C-NM103 
contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', '0' - '9', dash / hyphen (-), slash (/), period (.), comma (,), ampersand 
(&), single quotation / apostrophe ('), double quotation (")  or  space character values)  and  (the 
1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z'  or  '0' - '9' character value)).

A503 Asst Surgeon First Name is missing NM104

The first name of the assisting surgeon is missing, 
please verify the name is correct and contains only 
the values shown in the section to the right. If 2310D/2420C-NM102 = '1', 2310D/2420C-NM104 must be present.

A504 Asst Surgeon First Name is invalid NM104

The first name of the assisting surgeon is invalid, 
please verify the name is correct and contains only 
the values shown in the section to the right.

If (2310D/2420C-NM104 is present  and  2310D/2420C-NM101 = '82'  and  2310D/2420C-NM102 
= '1'), verify that 2310D/2420C-NM104 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space 
character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A505 Asst Surgeon Middle Name is invalid NM105

The middle name of the assisting surgeon is invalid, 
please verify the name is correct and contains only 
the values shown in the section to the right.

If (2310D/2420C-NM105 is present  and  2310D/2420C-NM101 = '82'  and  2310D/2420C-NM102 
= '1'), verify that 2310D/2420C-NM105 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-)  or  space 
character values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A506 Asst Surgeon Specialty Code is invalid PRV03

The taxonomy code submitted on the claim for the 
assisting surgoen is invalid, please verify the correct 
code is submitted.

If 2310D/2420C-PRV02 present, validate the provider taxonomy code [specialty code] 
2310D/2420C-PRV03.

A507 Dental Procedure Code is not valid  SV301-2

The procedure code submitted on the claim is 
invalid. To check the code or to find out the correct 
code please contact the provider call center.

If (2400/2430-SV301-1 = 'AD', (the first digit of the 2400/2430-SV301-2 value must = 'D'  and  
2400/2430-SV301-2 must contain a valid Procedure Code from Code Source 130)), else reject.

A508 EPSDT Referral Condition Code not 'NU' CRC
If EPSDT referral was not given to patient then a 
condition code needs to be selected as Not Used If (2300-CRC01 = 'ZZ'  and  2300-CRC02 = 'N'), 2300-CRC03 must = 'NU'.

A509 Patient Acct # length is > allowed by payer CLM01
Patient account number cannot be longer than 20 
characters, including spaces

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  any non-blank / space data is present in positions 21 - 38 of 2300-
CLM01), reject.

A510 Outpatient Diagnosis Qualifier is invalid HI02-1

If you are billing for outpatient services please make 
sure the diagnosis code quealifier for these services 
is 'ZZ', this is the only qualifier accepted.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and (2300-CLM05-1 = '13', '14', '23', '24', '32' - '34', '71' - '76', '81' - '83'  or 
'85') [Outpatient TOB] and (any occurrence of 2400-SV201 = '0450' - '0459', '0516'  or  '0526')), 
then 2300-HI02-1 [of the 2300-HI*BK segment] must = 'ZZ'.

A511 Payer does not yet accept qualifier 'XX' NM108
NPI cannot be submitted on Blue Cross/Blue Shield, 
Commerical, or Workers Comp claims

If (2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F)
NM108 = 'XX'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'BL'/'CI'/'MC'/'WC'), reject.

A512 Qualifier 'ZZ' not yet mandated, may not use NM108
Insured ID cannot be Mutually Defined, it must be a 
Member Identification Number (HIC) If [2010BA/2010CA/2330A]-NM108 = 'ZZ', reject.

A513 Qualifier 'XV' not yet mandated, may not use NM108
When entering the responsible party information do 
not use the qualifier of 'XV' in the NM108 field. If 2010BC-NM108 = 'XV', reject.

A514 Purchased Service Amount required AMT*NE
A Purchased Service Provider was indicated and 
the purchased service amount was missing

If 2310C-NM101 = 'QB', one (1) occurrence of the 2300-AMT segment with 'NE' in 2300-AMT01 is 
required.
OR
If 2400-PS101 is present, one (1) occurrence of the 2300-AMT segment with 'NE' in 2300-AMT01 
must be present.

A515 CLM11-1 = 'AA', CLM11-4 & CLM11-5 missing CLM11-4 or CLM11-5
If the related cause was an Auto Accident, either the 
State or Country code of the accident is missing If 2300-CLM11-1 = 'AA', either 2300-CLM11-4  or  2300-CLM11-5 must be present.

A516 CLM11-2 = 'AA', CLM11-4 & CLM11-5 missing CLM11-4 or CLM11-5
If the related cause was an Auto Accident, either the 
State or Country code of the accident is missing If 2300-CLM11-2 = 'AA', either 2300-CLM11-4  or  2300-CLM11-5 must be present.
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A517 CLM11-3 = 'AA', CLM11-4 & CLM11-5 missing CLM11-4 or CLM11-5
If the related cause was an Auto Accident, either the 
State or Country code of the accident is missing If 2300-CLM11-3 = 'AA', either 2300-CLM11-4  or  2300-CLM11-5 must be present.

A518 1 occurrence of the 2320-SBR loop is required SBR
If service line adjudication information is submitted,  
there must be another payer present in the claim If 2430-SVD01 is present, one (1) occurrence of the 2320-SBR segment must be present.

A519 2430-SVD01 does not = an occurrence of 2330B-NM109 SVD01 and NM109

The payer ID submitted on the primary payer must 
be equal to the payer id submitted on the Line Level 
Adujudication information

If 2430-SVD01 is present, the 2430-SVD01 value must equal the 2330B-NM109 value from the 
previous 2330B-NM1 segment.

A520 2320-SBR09 can not = 2000B-SBR09 for this payer SBR09
Medicare A cannot be listed as the Primary AND the 
Secondary  Payer If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  (2320-SBR09 is present  and  2320-SBR09 = 'MA')), reject.

A521 2320-DMG segment is required DMG
If a person is submitted as the other subscriber,, 
their birthdate is required If 2330A-NM102 = '1'  and  the 2320-DMG segment is not present, reject.

A522 PAT~ (~=seg separator) is not a valid segment PAT
If PAT segment is submitted, then patient data must 
be submitted.

If (an occurrence of this 2000B-PAT segment is present  and  (data is not present in 2000B-PAT05 
or  2000B-PAT07  or  2000B-PAT09)), reject.

A523 Country Code = US and State Code not present CLM11-4

Country code on the claim information is either 
invalid OR the code is valid and missing the State 
code

If 2300-CLM11-5 is present, then 2300-CLM11-5 must contain a valid country code [Code Source 
5].
OR
If 2300 CLM11-5 = 'US', then 2300 CLM11-4 must be present.

A524 Submitted Code valid only for Medicaid CLM12

Special Program codes for Special Federal Funding 
(03), Disability(05), Induced Abortion (07/08) and 
2nd Option/Surgery(09) only valid on Medicaid 
claims.

If ((2300-CLM12 = '03', '05', '07', '08'  or  '09)  and  (2000B-SBR09 is present  and  2000B-SBR09 
does not = 'MC')), reject.

A525 2310D-NM103 is required NM103
If the Place of Service is not 12, the Service Facility 
Name is required

If ((2300-CLM05-1 is present  and  2300-CLM05-1 does not = '12')  and  the 2310D-NM1 segment 
is present), 2310D-NM103 must be present.

A526 External Cause of Injury Code (E-Code) required HI03-2

If the diagnosis code qualifier is 'BN' please make 
sure the External Cause of Injury Code of 'E' is 
present. If 2300-HI03-1 = 'BN', then the first digit of the 2300 HI03-2 value must = 'E'.

A527 Payer does not allow ICD-9-CM Proc Code on O/P HI(01-12)

If the claim is for outpatient services the qualifier 
code of 'BR' or 'BQ' can not be used on any 
diagnosis codes.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  (2300-CLM05-1 = '13', '14', '23', '24', '32' - '34', '71' - '76', '81' - '83'  or
'85') [Outpatient TOB]  and  2300-HI01-1 = 'BR'), reject.
OR
If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  (2300-CLM05-1 = '13', '14', '23', '24', '32' - '34', '71' - '76', '81' - '83'  or
'85') [Outpatient TOB]  and  2300-HI[01-12]-1 = 'BQ'), reject.

A528 Payer does not allow Covered Days on O/P QTY
If the claim is for outpatient services, the qualifier 
code of 'CA' for Actual Covered Days is not allowed.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA' and (2300-CLM05-1 = '13', '14', '23', '24', '32' - '34', '71' - '76', '81' - '83' or 
'85') [Outpatient TOB] and (this 2300-QTY segment with 'CA' in 2300-QTY01 is present)), reject.

A529 Payer requires Service Line Date of Service DTP01
If the claim is for outpatient services the claim must 
contain the date of service at the service line level.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  (2400-SV201 does not = '0001', '0022', '0023'  or  '0024')  and  (2300-
CLM05-1 = '13', '14', '23', '24', '32' - '34', '71' - '76', '81' - '83'  or  '85') [Outpatient TOB]), one (1) 
occurrence of this 2400-DTP segment with '472' in 2400-DTP01 must be present, else, reject.

A530 Service Line Date Range (RD8) not allowed on TOB DTP02
A service line date range is not allowed for the TOB 
shown to the right.

If (2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  (2400-SV201 ne '0001', '0022', '0023'  or  '0024')  and  (2300-CLM05-
1 = '12', '13', '14', '22' - '24', '32' - '34', '71' - '76', '81' - '83'  or  '85') [Outpatient TOB]  and  2400-
DTP01 = '472'  and 2400-DTP02 = 'RD8'),  then, reject.

A531 Acceptable pointer values are 1 - 8, inclusive SV107
The acceptable values for diagnosis code pointers 
are between 1 and 8.

If 2400-SV107-1 is present, 2400-SV107-1 must = '1' - '8'.
OR
If 2400-SV107-2 is present, 2400-SV107-2 must = '1' - '8'.
OR
If 2400-SV107-3 is present, 2400-SV107-3 must = '1' - '8'.
OR
If 2400-SV107-4 is present, 2400-SV107-4 must = '1' - '8'.

A532 Payer required loop is not present 2310A, 2310B,2310C NM1

If the subcriber information on the file has the line of 
business listed as Medicare A the file must contain 
the attending, operating or other provider 
information.

If (2400-LX01 = '1'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'  and  (the 2310A-NM1 loop is present  or  the 2310B
NM1 loop is present  or  the 2310C-NM1 loop is present)), then, accept the claim; else, reject.
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A533

2430-CAS required when 2430-SVD02 NE 2400-SV203
OR
2430-CAS required when 2430-SVD02 NE 2400-SV302 CAS04

When the total claim amount is not equal to the 
primary payer paid amount, there must be at least 
one occurance of a CAS segment.

If the 2430-DTP segment is present, and the 2400-SV203 value does not equal the 2430-SVD02 
value, then an occurrence of the 2430-CAS segment must be present within this occurrence of the 
2400-LX loop.
OR
If the 2430-DTP segment is present, and the 2400-SV302 value does not equal the 2430-SVD02 
value, an occurrence of the 2430-CAS segment must be present within this occurrence of the 2400-
LX loop.

A534 Subscriber Last Name is invalid NM103

Please verify that the last name of the patient is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If (2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010BA-NM103 contains ((only 'A' -
'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-), space, single quotation / apostrophe (')  or  period (.) character 
values)  and  (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character value)).

A534 Subscriber Last Name is invalid NM103

Please verify that the last name of the patient is 
correct, and contains only the values allowed. The 
allowed values are listed in the Technical 
information in the section to the right.

If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', and (2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '1'), verify that 2010BA-
NM103 contains ((only 'A' - 'Z', 'a' - 'z', dash / hyphen (-), space, single quotation / apostrophe (')  or 
period (.) character values)  and  that (the 1st position contains an 'A' - 'Z'  or  'a' - 'z' character 
value)).

A535 2320-CAS required when 2320-AMT02 NE 2300-CLM02 CAS04

When the total claim amount is not equal to the 
primary payer paid amount, there must be at least 
one occurance of a CAS segment.

If (2400-LX01 = ‘1’ and 2000B-SBR01 = ‘S’ and 2000B-SBR09 = ‘MA’ and 2320-SBR01  = 'P' and 
2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), and the 2320-AMT02 value does not equal the 2300-CLM02 value, an 
occurrence of the 2320-CAS segment must be present within this occurrence of the 2320-SBR 
loop (where 2320-SBR01 = 'P').

A535 2320-CAS required when 2320-AMT02 NE 2300-CLM02 CAS04

When the total claim amount is not equal to the 
primary payer paid amount, there must be at least 
one occurance of a CAS segment.

If (2400-LX01 = '1'  and  2000B-SBR01 = 'S'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-SBR01  = 'P' 
and 2320-AMT01 = 'D'),  then the 2320-AMT02 value must = the 2300-CLM02 value OR  an 
occurrence of the 2320-CAS segment must be present within this occurrence of the 2320-SBR 
loop (where 2320-SBR01 = 'P').

A536 2320-CAS required when 2320-AMT02 NE 2300-CLM02 CAS04

When the total claim amount is not equal to the 
primary payer paid amount, there must be at least 
one occurance of a CAS segment.

If (2400-LX01 = ‘1’ and 2000B-SBR01 = ‘T’ and 2000B-SBR09 = ‘MA’ and 2320-SBR01  = 'P' and 
2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), and the 2320-AMT02 value does not equal the 2300-CLM02 value (where 
2320-SBR01 = ‘P’ and 2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), then an occurrence of the 2320-CAS segment must be
present within this occurrence of the 2320-SBR loop (where 2320-SBR01 = 'P').

A536 2320-CAS required when 2320-AMT02 NE 2300-CLM02 CAS04

When the total claim amount is not equal to the 
primary payer paid amount, there must be at least 
one occurance of a CAS segment.

If (2400-LX01 = '1'  and  2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-SBR01  = 'P' 
and 2320-AMT01 = 'D'), then where (2320-SBR01 = 'P'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), the 2320-
AMT02 value must = the 2300-CLM02 value OR an occurrence of the 2320-CAS segment must be 
present within this occurrence of the 2320-SBR loop (where 2320-SBR01 = 'P').

A537 2320-CAS required when 2320-AMT02 NE 2300-CLM02 CAS04

When the total claim amount is not equal to the 
primary payer paid amount, there must be at least 
one occurance of a CAS segment.

If (2400-LX01 = ‘1’ and 2000B-SBR01 = ‘T’ and 2000B-SBR09 = ‘MA’ and 2320-SBR01  = 'S' and 
2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), and the 2320-AMT02 value does not equal the 2300-CLM02 value (where 
2320-SBR01 = ‘S’ and 2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), then an occurrence of the 2320-CAS segment must be
present within this occurrence of the 2320-SBR loop (where 2320-SBR01 = 'S').

A537 2320-CAS required when 2320-AMT02 NE 2300-CLM02 CAS04

When the total claim amount is not equal to the 
primary payer paid amount, there must be at least 
one occurance of a CAS segment.

If (2400-LX01 = '1'  and  2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'  and  2320-SBR01  = 'S' 
and 2320-AMT01 = 'D'),  then where (2320-SBR01 = 'S'  and  2320-AMT01 = 'C4'), the 2320-
AMT02 value must = the 2300-CLM02 value OR an occurrence of the 2320-CAS segment must be 
present within this occurrence of the 2320-SBR loop (where 2320-SBR01 = 'S').

A538 MA MSP w/o prior payer adjudication information AMT01
When sending a Medicare tertiary payer claim, prior 
payer information must be included. 

If (2000B-SBR01 = 'S'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), and an occurrence of 2320-AMT01 = 'C4' is not 
present within the 2320-SBR01 = 'P' Loop, then an occurrence of the 2430-SVD loop must be 
present.

A539 MA MSP w/o prior payer adjudication information AMT01
When sending a Medicare tertiary payer claim, prior 
payer information must be included. 

If (2000B-SBR01 = ‘T’ and 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA'), and an occurrence of 2320-AMT01 = 'C4' is not 
present within the 2320-SBR01 = 'P' Loop, and an occurrence of 2320-AMT01 = 'C4' is not present 
within the 2320-SBR01 = 'S' Loop, then an occurrence of the 2430-SVD loop must be present.

A540 Modifier 2 present but Modifier 1 is not SV101-3 If a claim has a second modifier it must have a first.  If 2400-SV101-4 is present, 2400-SV101-3 must be present.
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A540 Modifier 2 present but Modifier 1 is not SV202-3 If a claim has a second modifier it must have a first.  If 2400-SV202-4 is present, 2400-SV202-3 must be present.

A541 Modifier 3 present but Modifier 2 is not SV101-4
If a claim has a third modifier, it must have a second 
modifier. If 2400-SV101-5 is present, 2400-SV101-4 must be present.

A541 Modifier 3 present but Modifier 2 is not SV202-4
If a claim has a third modifier, it must have a second 
modifier. If 2400-SV202-5 is present, 2400-SV202-4 must be present.

A542 Modifier 4 present but Modifier 3 is not SV101-5
If a claim has a fourth modifier, it must have a third 
modifier. If 2400-SV101-6 is present, 2400-SV101-5 must be present.

A542 Modifier 4 present but Modifier 3 is not SV202-5
If a claim has a fourth modifier, it must have a third 
modifier If 2400-SV202-6 is present, 2400-SV202-5 must be present.

A543 Length of NPI value is invalid NM109 The NPI number must be ten digits long. 

If 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F-
NM108 = 'XX', then the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F-
NM109 value must be exactly 10 digits in length?

A543 Length of NPI value is invalid NM109 The NPI number must be ten digits long. 

If 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C-NM108 = 'XX', then the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C-NM109 value must be exactly 10 
digits in length?

A543 Length of NPI value is invalid NM109 The NPI number must be ten digits long. 

If 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C-NM108 = 'XX', then the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C-NM109 value must be exactly 
10 digits in length?

A544 NPI value contains a non numeric value NM109
The ten digits of the NPI number must all be 
numeric.

Each of the 10 digits of the NM109 value must contain the numeric value of '0', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', 
'7', '8'  or  '9'.

A545 1st digit of NPI value not 1, 2, 3 or 4 NM109 The first digiit of the NPI must be 1, 2, 3, or 4. The first digit of the NPI in the NM109 must contain the numeric value of '1', '2', '3'  or  '4'.

A546 2430-DTP required when 2430-SVD is present DTP02

When sending a Medicare seocndary payer claim, 
the date that the primary insurance paid  the claim 
must be included. If (the 2430-SVD segment is present  and  the 2430-DTP segment is not present), reject.

A547 2430-CAS required when 2430-SVD02 NE 2400-SV102 CAS

When sending a Medicare secondary payer claim, 
adjudication information for each line item is 
required. 

If the 2430-DTP segment is present, and the 2400-SV102 value does not equal the 2430-SVD02 
value, then an occurrence of the 2430-CAS segment must be present within this occurrence of the 
2400-LX loop.
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A548 2430-CAS required when 2430-SVD02 NE 2400-SV302 CAS

When sending a Medicare secondary payer claim, 
adjudication information for each line item is 
required.

Compound / Nested edit logic to determine whether an occurrence of the 2430-CAS segment is 
present when 2400-SV302 does not equal 2430-SVD02.  See Note 1 on pg 305 of the IG.

This edit logic is being placed at the 2430-DTP segment because the 2430-DTP segment is 
required by the IG (and existing product logic) when the 2430-SVD segment is present.

If the 2430-DTP segment is present, perform the following Z.1 question.

Z.1 question:  Does the 2400-SV302 value = the 2430-SVD02 value?
If YES, then Accept.
If NO, then perform the following Z.2 question

Z.2 question:  Is an occurrence of the 2430-CAS segment present within this occurrence of the 
2400-LX loop?
If YES, then Accept.
If NO, then Reject.  Error Message:  "2430-CAS required when 2430-SVD02 NE 2400-SV302"

A549 MB MSP w/o prior payer adjudication information AMT01
When sending a Medicare secondary claim, prior 
payer information must be included. 

If (2000B-SBR01 = 'S'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'),  within the 2320-SBR01 = 'P' Loop, an 
occurrence of 2320-AMT01 = 'D' must be present OR an occurrence of the 2430-SVD loop must 
be present.

A550 MB MSP w/o prior payer adjudication information AMT01
When sending a Medicare tertiary payer claim, prior 
payer information must be included. 

If (2000B-SBR01 = 'T'  and  2000B-SBR09 = 'MB'),  within the 2320-SBR01 = 'P' Loop, an 
occurrence of 2320-AMT01 = 'D' must be present OR within the 2320-SBR01 = 'S' Loop, is an 
occurrence of 2320-AMT01 = 'C4' present ELSE  an occurrence of the 2430-SVD loop must be 
present.

A551 State or Province Code required N402
The patients two letter state code must be present in
the claim

If (2010BA-N404 is not present  or  (2010BA-N404 = 'US', 'USA' or 'CN')), 2010BA-N402 must be 
present.
OR
If (2010BD-N404 is not present  or  (2010BD-N404 = 'US', 'USA' or 'CN')), 2010BD-N402 must be 
present.
OR
If (2010CA-N404 is not present  or  (2010CA-N404 = 'US', 'USA' or 'CN')), 2010AC-N402 must be 
present.

A552 Postal State Code value required N402
The billing provider's state or providence code is 
required for the U.S. and Canada.

If (2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010BB/2010BC/2010CA/2310D/2330A/2420C/2420E-N404 is not 
present or (2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010BB/2010BC/2010CA/2310D/2330A/2420C/2420E-N404 
= 'CA' or 'US')), then 2010AA-N402 must be present.

A552 Postal State Code value required N402
The billing provider's state or providence code is 
required for the U.S. and Canada.

If (2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010BB/2010CA/2330A-N404 is not present or 
(2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010BB/2010CA/2330A-N404 = 'CA' or 'US')), then 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010BB/2010CA/2330A-N402 must be present.

A552 Postal State Code value required N402
The billing provider's state or providence code is 
required for the U.S. and Canada.

If (2010AA/2010BA/2010BC/2010BD/2010CA/2310E/2330A/2330B-N404 is not present or 
(2010AA/2010BA/2010BC/2010BD/2010CA/2310E/2330A/2330B-N404 = 'CA' or 'US')), then 
2010AA/2010BA/2010BC/2010BD/2010CA/2310E/2330A/2330B-N402 must be present.

A553 Payer ID not = to Current Payer ID on this claim SVD01 The Payer IDs do not match for this claim. The 2430-SVD01 value must equal the 2010BC-NM109 value.

A554 EIN w/'-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-2 REF02
The first 2 digits in the EIN must be a value between 
'0' and '9'.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is equal to  '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 2 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9. 

A554 EIN w/'-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-2 REF02
The first 2 digits in the EIN must be a value between 
'0' and '9'.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is equal to  '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 2 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9. 

A555 EIN w/'-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 4-10 REF02

Digits 4 - 10 in the EIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is present in the 3rd 
position.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is equal to  '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 2 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9, then digits 4 - 10 of 
the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9'.
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A555 EIN w/'-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 4-10 REF02

Digits 4 - 10 in the EIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is present in the 3rd 
position.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is equal to  '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 2 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9, then digits 4 - 10 of 
the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9'.

A556 EIN w/'-' in exceeds 10 digit max length REF02
The EIN cannot exceed 10 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is used in the 3rd position.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is equal to  '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 2 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of 
the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9', then the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] cannot contain any data value
in the 11th digit.

A556 EIN w/'-' in exceeds 10 digit max length REF02
The EIN cannot exceed 10 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is used in the 3rd position.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is equal to  '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 2 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of 
the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] = '0' - '9', then the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] cannot contain any data value
in the 11th digit.

A557 EIN w/o '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-9 REF02
Digits 1-9 of the EIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is not present.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is not equal to  ‘-' (hyphen) then digits 1 - 9 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] must be equal to '0' - ‘9’.

A557 EIN w/o '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-9 REF02
Digits 1-9 of the EIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is not present.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is not equal to  ‘-' (hyphen) then digits 1 - 9 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] must be equal to '0' - ‘9’.

A558 EIN w/o '-' in 3rd exceeds 9 digit max length REF02
The EIN cannot exceed 9 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is not present in the 3rd position.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is not equal to  ‘-' (hyphen) and digits 1 - 9 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] are equal to '0' - ‘9’, then the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] cannot contain any data value
in the 10th digit. 

A558 EIN w/o '-' in 3rd exceeds 9 digit max length REF02
The EIN cannot exceed 9 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is not present in the 3rd position.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] is not equal to  ‘-' (hyphen) and digits 1 - 9 of the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] are equal to '0' - ‘9’, then the 
2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] cannot contain any data value
in the 10th digit.

A559 SSN w/ '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 1-3 REF02
The first 3 digits in the SSN must be a value 
between '0' and '9'.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9'.

A559 SSN w/ '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 1-3 REF02
The first 3 digits in the SSN must be a value 
between '0' and '9'.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9'.

A560 SSN w/ '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 5-6 REF02

Digits 5 - 6 in the SSN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is present in the 4th 
position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of 
the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-
REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9'.
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A560 SSN w/ '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 5-6 REF02

Digits 5 - 6 in the SSN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is present in the 4th 
position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of 
the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-
REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9'.

A561 SSN w/ '-' in 4th position has no '-' in 7th REF02

Since the 4th digit in the SSN is equal to a '-' 
(hyphen), the 7th digit must also equal a '-' 
(hyphen).

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', then digit 7 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must equal '-' (hyphen).

A561 SSN w/ '-' in 4th position has no '-' in 7th REF02

Since the 4th digit in the SSN is equal to a '-' 
(hyphen), the 7th digit must also equal a '-' 
(hyphen).

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', then digit 7 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must equal '-' (hyphen).

A562 SSN w/ '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 8-11 REF02

Digits 8 - 11 in the SSN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is present in the 4th & 7th
position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 2010AA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of the 2010AA-REF02 value
[when 2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', then digit 7 of the 2010AA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] must equal '-' (hyphen) and digits 8 - 11 of the 2010AA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] must equal '0' - '9.

A562 SSN w/ '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 8-11 REF02

Digits 8 - 11 in the SSN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is present in the 4th & 7th
position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 2010AA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of the 2010AA-REF02 value
[when 2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', then digit 7 of the 2010AA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] must equal '-' (hyphen) and digits 8 - 11 of the 2010AA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA-REF01 = 'SY'] must equal '0' - '9.

A563 SSN w/ '-' in 4th exceeds 11 digit max length REF02
The SSN cannot exceed 11 digits when a '-' 
(hyphen) is used in the 4th & 7th position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', and digit 7 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] is equal '-' (hyphen) and digits 8 - 11 of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] are equal '0' - '9, then  the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] cannot contain any data value in the 12th digit.
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A563 SSN w/ '-' in 4th exceeds 11 digit max length REF02
The SSN cannot exceed 11 digits when a '-' 
(hyphen) is used in the 4th & 7th position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 3 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value 
[when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9' and digits 5 - 6 of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', and digit 7 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] is equal '-' (hyphen) and digits 8 - 11 of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] are equal '0' - '9, then  the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] cannot contain any data value in the 12th digit.

A564 SSN w/o '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 1-9 REF02
Digits 1-9 of the SSN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is not present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is not equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 9 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9'.

A564 SSN w/o '-' in 4th has non-numeric value in 1-9 REF02
Digits 1-9 of the SSN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is not present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is not equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 9 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] must be equal to '0' - '9'.

A565 SSN w/o '-' in 4th exceeds 9 digit max length REF02
The SSN cannot exceed 9 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is not present in the 4th position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is not equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 9 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', then the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] cannot contain any data value in the 10th digit.

A565 SSN w/o '-' in 4th exceeds 9 digit max length REF02
The SSN cannot exceed 9 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is not present in the 4th position.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the fourth (4th) digit of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] is not equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 9 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 
value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY'] are equal to '0' - '9', then the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 =
'SY'] cannot contain any data value in the 10th digit.

A566 NPI or Legacy for Billing Provider is required SBR09 The billing provider number is required.
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', and 2010AA-NM108 does not equal 'XX', then an occurrence of 2010AA-
REF01 must equal '1C’.

A566 NPI or Legacy for Billing Provider is required SBR09 The billing provider number is required.
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', and 2010AA-NM108 does not equal 'XX', then an occurrence of 2010AA-
REF01 must equal '1C’.

A568 NPI Check Digit validation failed NM109 The NPI check digit in the 10th position is invalid.

If 2000B SBR09 = 'MB', and 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
NM108 = 'XX',. then the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
NM109 value must pass the NPI Check Digit validation routine.

A568 NPI Check Digit validation failed NM108 The NPI check digit in the 10th position is invalid.

If 2000B SBR09 = 'MA', and 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C 
NM108 = 'XX',. then the 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C NM109
value must pass the NPI Check Digit validation routine.

A569 Invalid EIN/TIN value SBR09
The EIN/TIN cannot equal '00-0000000' or 
'000000000'.

If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', and an occurrence of 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI' is present and/or an 
occurrence of 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ' is present, then the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI'] and/or the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ'] 
cannot equal '00-0000000' or '000000000'.
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A570 Invalid SSN value SBR09
The SSN cannot equal '000-00-0000' or 
'000000000'.

If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA, and an occurrence of 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA-REF01 = 'SY' is present, 
then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA-REF01 = 'SY'] 
cannot equal '000-00-0000' or '000000000'.

A571 TIN w/ '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-2 REF02
Digits 1 -2 in the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is the 3rd digit.

If 2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 2 of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9.

A571 TIN w/ '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-2 REF02
Digits 1 -2 in the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is the 3rd digit.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-
REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 
2 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] 
must equal '0' - '9.

A571 TIN w/ '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-2 REF02
Digits 1 -2 in the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is the 3rd digit.

If 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 2 of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9.

A572 TIN w/ '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 4-10 REF02
Digits 4 - 10 in the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is the 3rd digit.

If 2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 2 of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9'.

A572 TIN w/ '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 4-10 REF02
Digits 4 - 10 in the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is the 3rd digit.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-
REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 
2 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] 
must equal '0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9'.

A572 TIN w/ '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 4-10 REF02
Digits 4 - 10 in the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is the 3rd digit.

If 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 2 of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9'.

A573 TIN w/ '-' exceeds 10 digit max length REF02
The TIN cannot exceed 10 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is the 3rd digit.

If 2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 2 of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] equal '0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-REF01 = 
'TJ'] equal '0' - '9', then the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] cannot contain any 
data value in the 11th digit.

A573 TIN w/ '-' exceeds 10 digit max length REF02
The TIN cannot exceed 10 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is the 3rd digit.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-
REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 2 
of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] equal 
'0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] equal '0' - '9', then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 
value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] cannot contain any data value in the 11th 
digit.

A573 TIN w/ '-' exceeds 10 digit max length REF02
The TIN cannot exceed 10 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is the 3rd digit.

If 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] is equal to '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 2 of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] equal '0' - '9 and digits 4 - 10 of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-REF01 = 
'TJ'] equal '0' - '9', then the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ'] cannot contain any 
data value in the 11th digit.

A574 TIN w/o '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-9 REF02
Digits 1-9 of the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is not present.

If 2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] does not equal '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 9 of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 
2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9'.

A574 TIN w/o '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-9
Digits 1-9 of the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is not present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-
REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] does not equal '-' (hyphen), then digits 
1 - 9 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - 
'9'.

A574 TIN w/o '-' in 3rd has non-numeric value in 1-9 REF02
Digits 1-9 of the TIN must be a value between '0' 
and '9' when a '-' (hyphen) is not present.

If 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] does not equal '-' (hyphen), then digits 1 - 9 of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 
2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ'] must equal '0' - '9'.
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A575 TIN w/o '-' in 3rd exceeds 9 digit max length REF02
The TIN cannot exceed 9 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is not present.

If 2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-
REF01 = 'TJ'] does not equal '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 9 of the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 
2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ'] are equal to '0' - '9', then the 2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010BB-REF01 = 
'TJ'] cannot contain any data value in the 10th digit.

A575 TIN w/o '-' in 3rd exceeds 9 digit max length REF02
The TIN cannot exceed 9 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is not present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-
REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] does not equal '-' (hyphen), and digits 
1 - 9 of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] 
are equal to '0' - '9', then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value [when 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ'] cannot contain any data value in the 10th digit.

A575 TIN w/o '-' in 3rd exceeds 9 digit max length REF02
The TIN cannot exceed 9 digits when a '-' (hyphen) 
is not present.

If 2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ', and the third (3rd) digit of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-
REF01 = 'TJ'] does not equal '-' (hyphen), and digits 1 - 9 of the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 
2010BC-REF01 = 'TJ'] are equal to '0' - '9', then the 2010BC-REF02 value [when 2010BC-REF01 =
'TJ'] cannot contain any data value in the 10th digit.

A576 EIN w/ '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The EIN must be exactly 10 digits in length when a '-
' (hyphen) is present.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the 3rd character of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value = '-', 
then the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value must be exactly 10 digits in length?

A576 EIN w/ '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The EIN must be exactly 10 digits in length when a '-
' (hyphen) is present.

If 2010AA/2010AB-REF01 = 'EI', and the 3rd character of the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value = '-', 
then the 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value must be exactly 10 digits in length?

A576 EIN w/ '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The EIN must be exactly 10 digits in length when a '-
' (hyphen) is present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C-
REF01 = 'EI', and the 3rd character of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C-
REF02 value = '-', then the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C-
REF02 value must be exactly 10 digits in length?

A577 EIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length REF02
The EIN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is not present. The 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value must be exactly 9 digits in length.

A577 EIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length REF02
The EIN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is not present. The 2010AA/2010AB-REF02 value must be exactly 9 digits in length?

A577 EIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length REF02
The EIN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is not present.

The 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C-
REF02 value must be exactly 9 digits in length.

A578 SSN w/ '-' is less than 11 digits in length REF02
The SSN must be 11 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the 4th character of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value = '-', then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-
REF02 value must be exactly 11 digits in length.

A578 SSN w/ '-' is less than 11 digits in length REF02
The SSN must be 11 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF01 = 'SY', and the 4th character of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value = '-', then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-
REF02 value must be exactly 11 digits in length.

A578 SSN w/ '-' is less than 11 digits in length REF02
The SSN must be 11 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is present.

If 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA/2310A/2310B/2310C/2330A/2330C/2330F/2420A/2420B/2420C-
REF01 = 'SY', and the 4th character of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value = '-', 
then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value must be exactly 11 digits in length.

A579 SSN w/o '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The SSN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-'
(hyphen) is not present. The 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value must be exactly 9 digits in length.

A579 SSN w/o '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The SSN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-'
(hyphen) is not present. The 2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA-REF02 value must be exactly 9 digits in length.

A579 SSN w/o '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The SSN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-'
(hyphen) is not present.

The 
2010AA/2010AB/2010BA/2010CA/2310A/2310B/2310C/2330A/2330C/2330F/2420A/2420B/2420C-
REF02 value must be exactly 9 digits in length.

A580 TIN w/ '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The TIN must be 10 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is present.

If 2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the 3rd character of the 2010BB-REF02 value equals '-', then the 
2010BB-REF02 value must be exactly 10 digits in length.

A580 TIN w/ '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The TIN must be 10 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is present.

If 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF01 = 'TJ', and the 3rd character of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-
REF02 value equals '-', then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value must be exactly 10 digits 
in length.
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A580 TIN w/ '-' is less than 10 digits in length REF02
The TIN must be 10 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is present.

If 2010BC/2330B-REF01 = 'TJ', and the 3rd character of the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 
value equals '-', then the 2010AA/2010AB/2010BB-REF02 value must be exactly 10 digits in 
length.

A581 TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length REF02
The TIN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is not present. The 2010BB-REF02 value must be exactly 9 digits in length.

A581 TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length REF02
The TIN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is not present.

Question 2:  Is the 2010AA-REF02 value exactly 9 digits in length?
If Yes, then, Accept.
If No, then, Reject.   Error Message:  'TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length'  [A581]

Question 2:  Is the 2010AB-REF02 value exactly 9 digits in length?
If Yes, then, Accept.
If No, then, Reject.   Error Message:  'TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length'  [A581]

Question 2:  Is the 2010BB-REF02 value exactly 9 digits in length?
If Yes, then, Accept.
If No, then, Reject.   Error Message:  'TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length'  [A581]

A581 TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length REF02
The TIN must be exactly 9 digits in length when a '-' 
(hyphen) is not present.

Question 2:  Is the 2010BC-REF02 value exactly 9 digits in length?
If Yes, then, Accept.
If No, then, Reject.   Error Message:  'TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length'  [A581]

Question 2:  Is the 2330B-REF02 value exactly 9 digits in length?
If Yes, then, Accept.
If No, then, Reject.   Error Message:  'TIN w/o '-' is less than 9 digits in length'  [A581]

A582 Required NPI qualifier is missing SPR09
An 'XX' qualifier is required when sending for this 
lob. If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', then 2010AA/2010AB-NM108 must equal 'XX', 

A583 Sub ID Qualifier & ID Number are missing NM108, NM109
The subscriber qualifier and Identification Code 
must be present.

If ((2010BA-NM101 = 'IL'  and  2010BA-NM102 = '1'), (2010BA-NM108 and 2010BA-NM109 must 
be present.))".

ND001 Invalid Application Sender Code for this LOB GS02
The Submitter ID is invalid, verify the first two 
characters contain the values shown to the right.

If GS03 equals 0013 and GS08 equals 004010X096 then the first two characters of GS02 must 
equal ND, CH, BS or BG.
OR
If GS03 equals 0014 and GS08 equals 004010X096 then the first two characters of GS02 must 
equal MN, CH, BS or BG.

ND002 Value submitted must match Associated GS02 GS02, NM109

The Submitter ID in the Functional Group Header 
does not equal the Submitter ID in the Submitter 
Loop. This Submitter ID is assigned by EDISS. The value in GS02 must be an exact match of the value in 1000A NM1_41.09

ND003 TP can't send this format for Billing Provider GS08
Trading Partner is unable to submit the transaction 
for this provider.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND006 Trading Partner Not Found ISA08
The Trading Partner Id is incorrect or not on file with 
EDISS. 

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND007 Invalid ISA Trading Partner ID ISA08
The Trading Partner id for the entity submitting the 
file to EDISS is missing or incorrect. 

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND008 Invalid Application Sender's Code GS03
The routing code is missing from the file or is 
incorrect.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND009 Invalid Application Receiver's Code GS02
The submitter id assigned to the provider by EDISS 
is missing from the file.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND010 Invalid Entity Number ISA06, GS02, NM109, REF02

The Trading Partner ID, Submitter ID, and/or the 
Medicare billing provider number does not match 
what is setup in the EDI System.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS08, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND011 Invalid Message Format GS08
The transaction being submitted has not been 
authorized for this Trading Pather.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.
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ND012 Invalid Usage Indicator ISA15

The submission status was set to the incorrect 
value.  Claims being sent to our test line need to 
have a T indicator, and claims sent to production 
need to have a P indicator.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND013 Functional Group Create Date is less than required ISA09

The date the file was created is a date prior to when 
the trading partner was set up to submit claims 
electronically.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND014 Functional Group Create Date is greater than required ISA09

The date the file was created is a future date, please
make sure the date/time is correct on the computer 
creating the electronic file

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND016 Trading Partner cannot send for this LOB GS02, REF02
Trading Partner is unable to submit claims for this 
LOB.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.

ND017 Invalid HIC Number Submitted NM109
Medicare Beneficiary number is not a valid number 
according to the standard format of a HIC number

If 2000B SBR09 = 'MB' and 2010BA NM109 is present, then the first 9 digits 2010BA NM109 must 
= numeric and the 10th digit must = alpha.

ND018 Minutes Required with Procedure Code Submitted SV103
Minutes are required with the submitted procedure 
code.

If 2000B SBR09 = 'MB' and 2400 SV101-2 = 00100 - 01994 or 01999, then 2400 SV103 must = 
'MJ'.

ND019 Communication Number must be 10 format PER04
Provider Contact Telephone number is less than 10 
digits in length

If 1000A/2010AA/2330/2420E PER-03/05/07 = 'TE', then 1000A/2010AA/2330/2420E PER-
04/06/08 must be 10 digits or greater.

ND023 Cannot bill electronically for CDAC services SV1-02
CDAC services cannot be billed electronically for 
Iowa Medicaid Providers

If 2300-CR610 = 'HC' and 2300-CR611 is present and contains a value of W1265, W1266, W1267, 
or W1268, reject.
OR
If 2300-HI01-1 = 'BP' and 2300-HI01-2 is present and 2300-HI01-2 contains a value of W1265, 
W1266, W1267, or W1268, reject.
OR
If 2300-HI(01-12)-1 = 'BO' and 2300-HI(01-12)-2 is present and 2300-HI(01-12)-2 contains a value 
of W1265, W1266, W1267, or W1268, reject.
OR
If 2300-HCP09 = 'HC' and 2300-HCP10 contains a value of W1265, W1266, W1267, or W1268, 
reject.
OR
If 2400-SV101-1 = 'HC' and 2400-SV101-2 contains a value of W1265, W1266, W1267, or W1268, 
reject.
OR
If 2400-HCP09 = 'HC' and 2400-HCP10 contains a value of W1265, W1266, W1267, or W1268, 
reject.
OR
If 2400-SV202-1 = 'HC' and 2400-SV202-2 contains a value of W1265, W1266, W1267, or W1268, 
reject.
OR
If 2430-SVD03-1 = 'HC' and 2430-SVD03-2 contains a value of W1265, W1266, W1267, or 
W1268, reject.

ND025 This payer does not accept voided claims CLM05-3 void a previously submitted claim. If GS03 = 0026 and 2300 CLM05-3 = '8', reject.

ND027 Prescription number required for this LOB REF02
An prescription number is required when submitting 
claims from the Drug Cap Vendor If GS03 = 0027, then an occurrence of this 2410 REF.XZ must be present.

ND028 NDC Required for this LOB LIN03
An NDC code is required when submitting claims 
from the Drug Cap Vendor If GS03 = 0027, then an occurrence of this 2410 LIN must be present.

ND029 66001 is the Required Payer ID for this LOB NM109
Part B Drugs and Biologicals must use the 
Receiver/Payer ID of 66001.

If GS03 = 0027, then 1000B NM109 must equal 66001.
OR
If GS03 = 0027, then 2010BB NM109 must equal 66001.

ND040 Invalid NPI Number for Entity IS06, GS02, NM109, REF02

The Trading Partner ID, Submitter ID, and/or the 
NPI number does not match what is setup in the EDI
System.

One of the following values in a file do not match what is set up in the EDI system:
ISA06, ISA15, GS02, GS03, GS04, GS06, 2010AA NM1_85.09 or the qualified occurrence of the 
2010AA REF02.
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ND041 NPI/Atypical # Required for submission to IME NM109/REF02

The Billing Provider (2010AA), Pay-To Provider 
(2010AB), Referring Provider (2310A & 2420F), 
Rendering Provider (2310B & 2420A), Purchased 
Service Provider (2310C & 2420B), Service Facility 
Location (2310D & 2420C), Supervising Provider 
(2310E & 2420D), and Ordering Provider (2420E) 
loops must include either the NPI or Atypical number
on the claim.

If GS03 = '0026', then one (1) occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
NM1 segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
NM108 equal to 'XX' must be present OR one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
REF segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
REF01 equal to 'G2' must be present.

ND041 NPI/Atypical # Required for submission to IME NM109/REF02

The Billing Provider (2010AA), Pay-To Provider 
(2010AB), Referring Provider (2310A), Rendering 
Provider (2310B & 2420A), Service Facility (2310C), 
and Assistance Surgeon (2310D & 2420C) loops 
must include either the NPI or Atypical number on 
the claim.

If GS03 = '0026', then one (1) occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C NM1 segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C NM108 equal to 'XX' must be present 
OR one occurrence of the 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C REF 
segment with 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C REF01 equal to 'G2' 
must be present.

ND041 NPI/Atypical # Required for submission to IME NM109/REF02

The Billing Provider (2010AA), Pay-To Provider 
(2010AB), Attending Physician (2310A & 2420A), 
Operating Physician (2310B & 2420B), Other 
Provider (2310C & 2420C), and Service Facility 
Location (2310E) loops must include either the NPI 
or Atypical number on the claim.

If GS03 = '0026', then one (1) occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C NM1 segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C NM108 equal to 'XX' must be 
present OR one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C REF segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C REF01 equal to 'G2' must be 
present.

ND042 NPI Required for submission of Med A Claims NM109

The Billing Provider (2010AA) and Pay-To Provider 
(2010AB) loops must include the NPI number on the 
claim.

If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-NM1 segment must be present where 
2010AA-NM108 = 'XX'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MA', and one (1) occurrence of the 2010AB-NM1 segment is present, then 
2010AB-NM108 must = 'XX'.

ND043 NPI Required for Med B Claims on 3/1/2008 NM109

The Billing Provider (2010AA), Pay-To Provider 
(2010AB), and Rendering Provider (2310B & 
2420A) loops must include the NPI number on the 
claim.

If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', one (1) occurrence of the 2010AA-NM1 segment must be present where 
2010AA-NM108 = 'XX'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', and one (1) occurrence of the 2010AB-NM1 segment is present, then 
2010AB-NM108 must = 'XX'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', and one (1) occurrence of the 2310B-NM1 segment is present, then 
2310B-NM108 must = 'XX'.
OR
If 2000B-SBR09 = 'MB', and one (1) occurrence of the 2420A-NM1 segment is present, then 
2420A-NM108 must = 'XX'.

ND044 BS Prof Clm w/Svc line Mod 55 Req. PostOp Dates NTE
When sending a modifier 55 in a Blue Shield Claim, 
a note must be present.

If GS03 = '0001' or '0003', and either SV101-3 or SV101-4 or SV101-5 or SV101-6 is equal to '55', 
then one (1) occurrence of the 2400 NTE segment must be present.
Note: Check all occurrences of the SV1 segment for this claim.

ND045 NPI Required for Claim Submission NM108
An 'XX' qualifier is required when sending for this 
lob.

If GS03 is not = to '0026', then one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
NM1 segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F 
NM108 equal to 'XX' must be present.

ND045 NPI Required for Claim Submission NM108
An 'XX' qualifier is required when sending for this 
lob.

If GS03 is not = to '0026', then one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C NM1 segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2420A/2420C NM108 equal to 'XX' must be present.

ND045 NPI Required for Claim Submission NM108
An 'XX' qualifier is required when sending for this 
lob.

If GS03 is not = to '0026', then one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C NM1 segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2420A/2420B/2420C NM108 equal to 'XX' must be 
present.
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ND046 Invalid Atypical Number for IME REF02
The Atypical number must be 10 digits and start with
'X00'

If GS03 = '0026' and an occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/2420B/24
20C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/2420B/24
20C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF01 equal to 'G2' is present, then the value in 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/2420B/24
20C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF02 must be 10 digits AND the first three digits of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/2420B/24
20C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF02 must equal 'X00'.

ND046 Invalid Atypical Number for IME REF02
The Atypical number must be 10 digits and start with
'X00'

If GS03 = '0026' and an occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF01 equal to 'G2' is 
present, then the value in 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF02 must be 10 
digits AND the first three digits of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF02 must equal 
'X00'.

ND046 Invalid Atypical Number for IME REF02
The Atypical number must be 10 digits and start with
'X00'

If GS03 = '0026' and an occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF01 equal to 'G2' is present, then the value in 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF02 must be 10 digits AND the first three digits of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF02 must equal 'X00'.

ND047 Qualifer not valid for submission w/ NPI REF02
A 'G2' qualifier can only be used when sending IME 
claims.

If GS03 is not equal to '0026', and one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/24
20B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/24
20B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF01 = to 'G2' is present, reject.
AND
If an occurrence of 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/24
20B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF is present and 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330G/2330H/2420A/24
20B/2420C/2420D/2420E/2420F REF01 is equal to '1C', '1D', '1G', '1A', '1B' or 'FH', reject.
Please note: The 'FH' qualifier is only included in the edits at the 2010AA and 2010AB loops.

ND047 Qualifer not valid for submission w/ NPI REF02
A 'G2' qualifier can only be used when sending IME 
claims.

If GS03 is not equal to '0026', and one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF01 = to 'G2' is 
present, reject.
AND
If an occurrence of 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF
is present and 2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310D/2330D/2330E/2420A/2420C REF01 is
equal to '1C', '1D', '1G', '1A', or '1B', reject.
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ND047 Qualifier not valid for submission w/ NPI REF02
A 'G2' qualifier can only be used when sending IME 
claims.

If GS03 is not equal to '0026', and one occurrence of the 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF segment with 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF01 = to 'G2' is present, reject.
AND
If an occurrence of 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF is present and 
2010AA/2010AB/2310A/2310B/2310C/2310E/2330D/2330E/2330F/2330H/2420A/2420B/2420C 
REF01 is equal to '1C', '1D', '1G', '1A', '1B' or 'FH', reject.
Please note: The 'FH' qualifier is only included in the edits at the 2010AA, 2010AB and 2310E 
loops.
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